INDIANAPOLIS METROPOLITAN PLANNING
ORGANIZATION
Technical
Committee
Committee Members/Public/Consultants/Partners
MIBOR
1912 N. Meridian St.
Indianapolis, IN 46202

October 6, 2021
9:00 am – 11:00 am

Public/Consultants/Partners Only
Call-in: (312) 626 6799
Meeting ID: 847 5471 3190
Passcode: 476920068
Viewing on YouTube

MEETING AGENDA
1. Welcome & Introductions

Anna Gremling, IMPO

5 min.

2. Minutes from August 4, 2021 Technical Committee Meeting

Anna Gremling, IMPO

2 min.

3. Recommendation of 2050 Metropolitan Transportation Plan
a. Memorandum
b. Resolution # 21-IMPO-021

Jen Higginbotham, IMPO

10 min.

4. Recommendation of Transportation Improvement Program
Amendments
a. Allocation Update
b. Memorandum
c. Resolution # 21-IMPO-019

Cole Jackson, IMPO

7 min.

5. Recommendation of the Human Services Coordinated Plan
a. Memorandum
b. Resolution # 21-IMPO-020

Annie Dixon, IMPO

7 min.

6. Regional Performance Measures

Rose Scovel, IMPO

5 min.

7. Freight Plan

Jen Higginbotham, IMPO

5 min

Anna Gremling, IMPO

2 min.

Anna Gremling, IMPO

1 min.

ITEMS FOR RECOMMENDATION

STATUS REPORTS

OTHER BUSINESS

8. Other Items of Business
a. Bike Amenity Map Online
9. Adjournment

Materials pertinent to 2-6 are attached. For additional information, please see www.indympo.org
For accommodation needs for persons with disabilities, please call 327-5136.

Item 2
Indianapolis Metropolitan Planning Organization
Transportation Technical Committee Meeting Minutes
August 4, 2021
9:00 a.m.
MIBOR, 1912 N Meridian St, Indianapolis, IN 46202
Committee Members
 = Present














(blank) = Absent

Boone County
Hancock County
Morgan County
Hamilton County
Hendricks County
Johnson County
Shelby County
Town of Avon
Town of Bargersville
City of Beech Grove
Town of Brooklyn
Town of Brownsburg
City of Carmel
Town of Cicero
Town of Cumberland
Town of Danville
City of Fishers
City of Franklin
City of Greenfield
City of Greenwood
City of Indianapolis

* = Proxy

Nick Parr
Gary Pool
Anthony Hinkle
Brad Davis
John Ayers
Neil VanTrees
Desiree Calderella
Ryan Cannon
Joe Csikos
Dennis Buckley
Karen Howard
Jodi Dickey
Jeremy Kashman
CJ Taylor
Christine Owens
Andrew Pitcher
Jason Taylor
Mark Richards
Jason Koch
Daniel Johnston
Ericka Miller











City of Lawrence
Town of McCordsville
Town of Mooresville
Town of New Palestine
City of Noblesville
Town of Pittsboro
Town of Plainfield
City of Southport
Town of Speedway
City of Westfield
Town of Whiteland
Town of Whitestown
Town of Zionsville
IndyGo
CIRTA
INDOT
Indianapolis Airport Authority
Ports of Indiana
FHWA
FTA
IDEM

Sri Venugopalan
Ryan Crum
David Moore
Stephen Pool
Alison Krupski
Steve Maple
Scott Singleton
Diana Bossingham
Robert Wetnight
John Nail
Carmen Parker
Danny Powers
Lance Lantz
Ryan Willhite
John Seber
Scott Bailey
Drew Genneken
Jody Peacock
Robert Dirks
Cecilia Crenshaw
Shawn Seals

Others Present
Anna Gremling – Indianapolis MPO
Steve Cunningham – Indianapolis MPO
Kristyn Sanchez – Indianapolis MPO
Jen Higginbotham – Indianapolis MPO
Sean Northup – Indianapolis MPO
Jennifer Dunn – Indianapolis MPO
Kate Zale – EMCS Inc.
Caleb Gutshall – City of Noblesville

1.

Annie Dixon – Indianapolis MPO
Danielle Gerlach – Indianapolis MPO
Cole Jackson – Indianapolis MPO
Michael McBride - American Structurepoint
Mike Maurovich - American Structurepoint
Mike Butler – Banning Engineering
Jeff Hill – WSP USA
Marsha Craney-Blevins – GAI Consultants

WELCOME

Anna Gremling called the meeting to order at 9:03, informed the attendees about the sign-in process, and gave an overview
of Covid-19 procedures. Attendees introduced themselves.
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ITEMS FOR APPROVAL
2.

MINUTES FOR APRIL 4, 2021 TRANSPORTATION TECHNICAL COMMITTEE MEETING

Anna Gremling asked if there were any changes to the proposed minutes. There were none.
Member
Boone County
Hancock County
Hamilton County
Hendricks County
City of Beech Grove
Town of Brownsburg
City of Carmel
Town of Danville

Result
Approve
Approve
Approve
Approve
Approve
Approve
Approve
Approve

Member
City of Greenwood
City of Indianapolis
Town of Mooresville
City of Noblesville
Town of Plainfield
Town of Whitestown
Town of Zionsville
CIRTA

Result
Approve
Approve
Approve
Approve
Approve
Approve
Approve
Approve

*Proxy member vote
John Ayers moved to approve the minutes as presented.
Jeremy Kashman seconded the motion. A voice vote was conducted.
The April 4, 2021 Transportation Technical Committee Minutes were approved.
MOTION PASSES.
3.

2045 Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) Amendment
Jen Higginbotham gave a presentation concerning the 8th amendment to the 2045 Long-Range Transportation Plan
(LTRP) stating the amendment was required for transportation conformity. Higginbotham stated the amendment
included one Handcock County project and two INDOT projects (one in Marion County and one in Hendricks County).
Higginbotham continued stating the public comment period is open and gave an overview of the one comment received
so far which cited objections to road widening. Higginbotham stated this is the last amendment to the LRTP until the
new 2050 MTP is approved.

Member
Boone County
Hancock County
Hamilton County
Hendricks County
City of Beech Grove
Town of Brownsburg
City of Carmel
Town of Danville

Result
Approve
Approve
Approve
Approve
Approve
Approve
Approve
Approve

Member
City of Greenwood
City of Indianapolis
Town of Mooresville
City of Noblesville
Town of Plainfield
Town of Whitestown
Town of Zionsville
CIRTA

Result
Approve
Approve
Approve
Approve
Approve
Approve
Approve
Approve

*Proxy member vote
Dennis Buckley moved to recommend Resolution #21-IMPO-016 to the Transportation Policy Committee.
Ryan Wilhite seconded the motion. A voice vote was conducted.
Resolution #21-IMPO-016 was recommended to the Transportation Policy Committee.
MOTION PASSES.
4.

ADOPTION OF THE INDIANAPOLIS REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION (IRTIP) PROGRAM 2022-2025

Kristyn Sanchez gave an overview of the 2022-2025 Indianapolis Regional Transportation Improvement Program (IRTIP)
adoption. Sanchez stated the IRTIP was last approved in April but INDOT found discrepancies in their project list and the
IMPO was asked to work with INDOT on correcting those issues. The TIP was resubmitted to INDOT and INDOT has not
found additional issues with their projects. The IRTIP therefore needs to be readopted. Ryan Willhite questioned if this is
a new TIP adoption and not a TIP amendment and Sanchez responded in the affirmative and clarified that while this is an
adoption it is not significantly different from the past TIP. Anna Gremling questioned when the document will become
effective and Sanchez responded FHWA will review after policy approval then the document will go back to INDOT for
the Governor’s approval.
Sanchez gave reminders about upcoming quarterly tracking and the 2025-26 call for projects. Gremling informed the
Committee about concerns with the State Transportation Improvement Program (STIP) and potential corrective actions.
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Gremling stated she will keep members informed about anything that may affect local projects. Robert Dirks stated the
STIP needs updated due to discrepancies between the STIP and the MPO TIPs as well as the narrative. Dirks stated he
expects the impact on local projects to be minimal.
Member
Boone County
Hancock County
Hamilton County
Hendricks County
City of Beech Grove
Town of Brownsburg
City of Carmel
Town of Danville

Result
Approve
Approve
Approve
Approve
Approve
Approve
Approve
Approve

Member
City of Greenwood
City of Indianapolis
Town of Mooresville
City of Noblesville
Town of Plainfield
Town of Whitestown
Town of Zionsville
CIRTA

Result
Approve
Approve
Approve
Approve
Approve
Approve
Approve
Approve

*Proxy member vote
Ryan Willhite moved to recommend Resolution #21-IMPO-014 to the Transportation Policy Committee.
Jeremy Kashman seconded the motion. A voice vote was conducted.
Resolution #21-IMPO-014 was recommended to the Transportation Policy Committee.
MOTION PASSES.
5.

INDIANAPOLIS MPO FEDERAL FUNDS EXCHANGE PROGRAM GUIDANCE
Steve Cunningham stated the IMPO signed an agreement with INDOT in August of 2020 to exchange federal funds for
state funds with the goal of moving projects faster, with less INDOT oversight, and with improved cost savings.
Cunningham stated the IMPO and American Structurepoint, working with the Steering Committee, have prepared a
guidance document outlining the policies and procedures of this federal exchange program. Cunningham stated after many
drafts and reviews they are requesting approval of the guidance document so the IMPO may move forward with a call-forprojects using this system. Cunningham stated if the Technical Committee recommends approval the document would go
to the Policy Committee for approval and would commence in the 2025 fiscal year. Cunningham informed the committee
they expect it to be a living document with major revisions presented before the committee. Cunningham thanked the
members of the TTC, the Steering Committee and American Structurepoint for all they hard work on this document.
Anna Gremling asked Cunningham to elaborate on the cost change procedures and Cunningham responded stating cost
increases would be possible within the first 18 months of a project’s inclusion in the TIP subject to funding availability.
Cunningham informed the committee about upcoming training and stated the guidance document will be available on the
IMPO website.
Member
Boone County
Hancock County
Hamilton County
Hendricks County
City of Beech Grove
Town of Brownsburg
City of Carmel
Town of Danville

Result
Approve
Approve
Approve
Approve
Approve
Approve
Approve
Approve

Member
City of Greenwood
City of Indianapolis
Town of Mooresville
City of Noblesville
Town of Plainfield
Town of Whitestown
Town of Zionsville
CIRTA

Result
Approve
Approve
Approve
Approve
Approve
Approve
Approve
Approve

*Proxy member vote
Dennis Buckley moved to recommend Resolution #21-IMPO-015 to the Transportation Policy Committee.
John Ayers seconded the motion. A voice vote was conducted.
Resolution #21-IMPO-015 was recommended to the Transportation Policy Committee.
MOTION PASSES.
OTHER BUSINESS
6.

2050 METROPOLITAN TRANSPORTATION PLAN (MTP)
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Jen Higginbotham stated the Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) will soon be called the Metropolitan Transportation
Plan (MTP) because of updated federal regulations. Higginbotham stated this document will include updated information
on accomplishments, road projects, ride share, transit expansion, bike and pedestrian planning, economic development,
scenario planning, performance measures, and resource allocation goals. Higginbotham stated resource allocation goals
were increased from the last plan for road and bridge preservation and decreased for roadway expansion. Higginbotham
also stated there will be fewer points weighted for functional classifications as those points were reallocated toward freight
metrics. Higginbotham stated The MTP will include a new project list, congestion mitigation information and a
strengthened focus on connections to other MPO planning documents. Higginbotham showed the audience the updated
project list and stated it would be distributed via email.
7. INTERLOOP VISIONARY STUDY
Taylor Hughes introduced himself and gave an overview of Rethink 65/70’s past efforts concerning the north split
interchange construction. Hughes stated they wanted to provide the same level of attention to the other legs of the inner
65/70 loop. The Rethink 65/70 coalition received support from the Lily Endowment and created an advisory council to
study options for the 65/70 loop. Hughes stated the group reviewed an option to rebuild the 65/70 loop nearly as-is with
limited safety enhancements for motorists and a version with the road partially recessed with safety enhancements for all
users. Hughes noted the later would be somewhat more difficult to construct. Hughes stated the later option would reduce
the footprint (500 feet wide compared to 256 feet wide) and create significant development opportunities with strong
quality of life improvements. Hughes then elaborated on comparisons between the two options providing an overview of
costs, environmental impact, and quality of life impacts.
Hughes presented background information about the construction of the 65/70 loop including displacement from the redlined neighborhood, homes bought-out below market value, and negative impacts on neighborhood connections. Hughes
also gave an overview of other cities that have completed similar projects or will be completing them in the near future.
Anna Gremling asked what the next steps in the process will be and Hughes stated the next step will be a fully
engineered plan. Hughes then responded to questions from the audience including questions about retaining walls, other
options available, and impacts. Hughes stated that the options are based on a system level analysis. Hughes concluded
stating this presentation was for informational purposes only and they are not asking anything from this committee at this
time.
8. HUMAN SERVICES COORDINATED PLAN
Annie Dixon stated the Human Services Coordinated plan is meant to determine unmet transit needs for individuals with
disabilities and seniors as well as identify strategies and goals to address these needs. The plan will include a number of
federal requirements. Dixon noted any entity applying for Section 5310 funds must cite a goal in the Coordinated Plan.
Dixon showed a slide with draft goals and strategies and gave a high-level description of the goals as well as the timeline
for the remaining planning process. Dixon stated the plan must be approved this year and will likely be considered for
adoption in October by the Transportation Technical Committee and Transportation Policy Committee.
9. ASSET MANAGEMENT PLAN
Anna Gremling stated state legislation required the IMPO to create an asset management plan. Jennifer Dunn stated State
Code required the MPO to make an action management plan to summarize and analyze asset management plans. Dunn
continued stating the MPO was only required to complete this plan this year but the IMPO also completed a version of this
document the previous year. Dunn gave an overview of the findings and stated the analysis did not show significant
changes from last year. Gremling asked the Committee if they found the plan to be helpful and received two comments
stating it was.
10. OTHER ITEMS OF BUSINESS
Anna Gremling stated Streetlight Data is now available and can be used for the upcoming call-for-projects and for work
connected to the IMPO. Gremling stated there are ten licenses available for consultants as well. The IMPO webpage has
applications for access to the data. Gremling also informed the Committee the Economic Development Administration
(EDA) has recently published notice of funding availabilities for several programs. Gremling concluded by reminding the
Committee about the upcoming call-for-projects training.
ADJOURNMENT
Gary Pool moved to adjourn the August 4, 2021 Transportation Technical Committee meeting.
Dennis Buckley seconded the motion. A voice call was conducted.
The August 4, 2021 Transportation Technical Committee meeting was adjourned at 10:29 a.m.
MOTION PASSES.
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Memo
To:

IMPO Transportation Technical and Policy Committees

From:

Jen Higginbotham

Date:

September 27, 2021

Re:

Draft 2050 MTP Review & Approval

With this memo is a resolution for consideration and approval of the draft 2050 Metropolitan Transportation Plan (MTP).
The 2050 MTP public review draft can be found online at www.indympo.org/mtp.
The draft 2050 MTP was issued for public comment and feedback from August 30, 2021 – October 15, 2021. A physical
copy of the draft plan was distributed to every public library in the Metropolitan Planning Area (46 libraries). Listening
sessions were held at eight libraries in areas with high rates of minoritized and low-income populations, for additional
access. The comment period was advertised on social media (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram) in regular and paid-boosted
posts; in the IMPO’s teMPO e-newsletter; in advertisements on the Indianapolis Recorder and La Voz websites; and on
the IMPO’s website.
As of September 27, 2021, the only comments received have been through Twitter replies and on Facebook posts
(shared below). Any comments received after that date will be presented during the committee meeting.
If you have additional questions, please feel free to call me at 317-327-7587.
Twitter Comments:
*general comments showing appreciation for the document’s cover design.
@thedirte | Aug 31
Only one mention of Climate Change. Page 41. Then the recommended project list from pg 61-66 is basically climate
change denialism. A real bleak ctrl+f search is for "widen from". Didn't see a single bike lane or sidewalk project
featured in the reco list.
@nickhasthoughts | Aug 30 | 08:55
nearly every single project shown here (outside of the BRT system which was approved in a 2016 via referendum) is
added lanes, what a joke
• @IndyMPO | Aug 30 | 10:24
You are correct, as MTPs are primarily concerned with expansion projects. For other IMPO projects that are
multi-modal transportation and safety, check out https://mitip.indympo.org
o @nickhasthoughts | Aug 30 | 10:27
apologies for the snarky tone of my original tweet but I still contend that it's unfortunate that a
metropolitan transportation plan is "primarily concerned with [road] expansion projects". IMO the
multimodal/safety stuff should be baked into the planning process and not an aside. and I realize the
structure and operation of MPOs basically keep you hamstrung on what you can do, but a long-range
transportation plan without a massive regional transit and bike/ped investment is basically ceding the
battle against climate change.
1

•

•

•
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@acw6165 (Ryan Wilhite) | Aug 30 | 10:40
If you look at the 2035 LRTP, there's a whole chapter on significant regional transit. This could, of course, be
put in the plan but it'd be all just visioning. And the IMPO has chosen to focus on projects submitted by its
members. There are great regional bike and pedestrian plans adopted by the IMPO that outline significant
investments by the members. Note that those aren't listed out in the MTP because only regionally-significant
projects are listed out in the MTP. But you can find them on IMPO site. And the IMPO does a resource
allocation, meaning targeting its funds for certain types of projects. For the IMPO, it is 20% for expanded
roadways and 10% for transit. That may not satisfy some but it's a fantastic split. And note that the IMPO
heavily invests in bike/ped.
@acw6165 (Ryan Wilhite) | Aug 30 | 10:43
the IRTIP is where you can see the rubber meet the road. The real challenge here, and what you're seeing
and are upset about, is that preference (forced or otherwise) is affecting land use and transportation and so
many of the members have road projects to "meet demand."
o @nickhasthoughts | Aug 30 | 10:48
this is a fair assessment and i appreciate you clarifying the details. my beef, which you clearly
outlined, is that the preferences of suburbs and exurbs are setting a trajectory that does not face
climate change head-on. i realize the MPO can't really change that but it sucks.
 @acw6165 (Ryan Wilhite) | Aug 30 | 10:52
The IMPO staff can't change what regionally-significant projects are submitted. The IMPO
staff works hard, however, to educate its members about the ramifications of their
transportation;land use decisions. Great addition to the MTP (which we tried last time) is
scenario planning. I don't usually say it, but it can be important to remember certainly a key
distinction between IMPO staff and the IMPO, which is the board of members that approve
documents. In general, however, I viewed my role as staff was to meet federal regulations
and educate.
@acw6165 (Ryan Wilhite) | Aug 30 | 10:44
Finally, I'd say, that the number of expansion projects in this MTP Is lower than the 2045 LRTP, which full
disclosure, I worked on. I encourage you to submit comments, however, as every comment is responded to
and can help with the current and future plans.
o @nickhasthoughts | Aug 30 | 10:52
appreciate the good-faith response to my snark. I don't mean to demean the work you guys are doing,
I just think it's just not a framework set up to really respond to climate change unfortunately. fully
understand that's not really on you guys though.
 @acw6165 (Ryan Wilhite) | Aug 30 | 10:59
Full disclosure, I don't work at the IMPO anymore. The MTP can certainly be adaptable and if
you want my opinion, I think the IMPO staff is great and want to incorporate more policies /
tools to use the MTP to help the region become more sustainable.

Facebook Comments:
•
•
•
•

Lorma Baber | Sept 5 | Okay not sure I know enough about this May ask a neighbor who has done work there
Beth Webber | Sept 14 | I don't think we will be here that long. Pandemic and climate change will take care of
all of this.
Duane Stark | Sept 19 | Go to hell
Ted Schott | Sept 25 | permeabilitypermeabilitypermeabilityandmorepermeability
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A RESOLUTION OF THE TRANSPORTATION POLICY COMMITTEE OF
THE INDIANAPOLIS METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION
APPROVING THE 2050 METROPOLITAN TRANSPORTATION PLAN
Resolution Number 21-IMPO-021
WHEREAS, the Indianapolis Metropolitan Planning Organization (the “IMPO”) is
charged with the responsibility of providing for the continuing, cooperative and comprehensive
transportation planning process for the Indianapolis Metropolitan Planning Area (“Planning Area”);
and
WHEREAS, the 2050 Metropolitan Transportation Plan is a 30-year, fiscally constrained
vision for the region’s transportation goals, updated every four years; and
WHEREAS, the proposed 2050 MTP was made available for public comment, and
comments received were provided to the Transportation Policy Committee; and
WHEREAS, the IMPO Transportation Policy Committee (“Policy Committee”), a
committee of the IMPO, is the approval body for all transportation-related activities of the IMPO for
the Planning Area under applicable U.S. Department of Transportation regulations; and
WHEREAS, it is the desire of the Policy Committee to authorize and approve certain
actions as further set forth in this Resolution.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, by the Transportation Policy Committee of
the IMPO as follows:
SECTION 1: The Transportation Policy Committee hereby approves the 2050
Metropolitan Transportation Plan.
SECTION 2: That any prior action taken by the Executive Director or any staff necessary
in connection with the items approved herein is hereby ratified and adopted as actions on behalf
of the IMPO.
SECTION 3: That any officer, including but not limited to the Executive Director of the
IMPO, and each of them, is authorized and empowered to execute all agreements, instruments and
other documents, in such form and as each of such officer(s) considers necessary or desirable to
effectuate the foregoing resolutions and to carry out the purposes thereof; the taking of any such
action and execution of any such agreement, instrument or document to be conclusive evidence of
the due authorization thereof by the Transportation Policy Committee of the IMPO.
SECTION 4: This Resolution shall be effective immediately upon its passage.
*****

1
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PASSED by the Transportation Policy Committee of the Indianapolis Metropolitan
Planning Organization by a vote of ____ ayes and ____ nays this ___ day of _________, 2021.
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
J. Andrew Cook
Chair, Indianapolis MPO Transportation Policy Committee
____________________________________________________
Anna M. Gremling, Executive Director
Indianapolis Metropolitan Planning Organization
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4th Quarter 2021 TIP Update as of 9/24/2021
Local Amendment Requests

No requests for MPO funding.

SFY 2022 Annual Allocation Update 39 Purchase Orders for 35 Projects Totaling $13,316,924.98
Annual Allocation Spenddown
70

Millions

60

8
6
4
2
0

$59,308,050.47

50
40

Letting Schedule

$45,991,125.49

30
20
10
0

Rejected Bid

Accepted Bid

Planned for Letting

5 Advice-of-Changes Totaling $127,989.66 (0.96% of the SFY 2022 Annual Allocation Obligated Funds)
Bicycle Enhancement
Bridge Rehabilitation
Bridge Replacement
Existing Roadway Capacity Improvement
New Road Construction
Intersection or Intersection Groups

$100,110.59

Pedestrian Enhancement

$17,079.07

Roadway Reconstruction/Rehabilitation

$10,800

Safety Upgrade
$0

$100,000

$200,000

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Transportation Technical Committee Members

FROM:

Cole Jackson, Indianapolis MPO

DATE:

October 6, 2021

RE:

Proposed 4th Quarter 2021 Amendment to the
2020-2023 Indianapolis Regional Transportation Improvement Program

The Indianapolis MPO staff is offering the attached list of proposed amendments to the 20202023 IRTIP for your review. The amendments will be presented for your consideration at the
October 6th Technical Committee meeting and are being offered for public review and comment
from October 8 to October 19. If any comments are received after the Technical Committee
meeting, they will be provided to the Policy Committee at their October 20 meeting prior to
their consideration.

Overview: Proposed 4th Quarter Amendments

This quarter, the MPO received 31 local amendment requests and 2 INDOT amendment
requests. A detailed list can be found attached as Exhibit A under Resolution 21-IMPO-019. All
the local amendment requests are using Section 5307, Section 5310, Section 5339, or State
funds and do not impact IMPO administered funding.

Administrative Modifications/Amendments

10 Administrative modifications have been processed since the August meeting. The
administrative modification list is available on the IMPO’s website.

Deadlines

1st Quarter SFY 2022 Quarterly Reports are due via MiTIP by October 21st. Quarterly tracking
meetings will held the week of November 15, via zoom.

Call for Projects Reminder

The SFY 2025-2026 call for projects is open between August 20, 2021 and October 15, 2021. The
call for projects application packet, federal fund exchange program guidance document, and
reference materials are available on the IMPO website.
Please contact me at cole.jackson@indympo.org should you have any questions.
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INDIANAPOLIS METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION
INDIANAPOLIS TRANSPORTATION POLICY COMMITTEE
Resolution Number 21-IMPO-019
&
PROPOSED 4th QUARTER IRTIP AMENDMENT LIST

Item 4c

INDIANAPOLIS METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION
INDIANAPOLIS TRANSPORTATION POLICY COMMITTEE
Resolution Number 21-IMPO-019
A RESOLUTION amending the 2020-2023 Indianapolis Regional Transportation Improvement
Program.
WHEREAS, the 2020-2023 Indianapolis Regional Transportation Improvement Program
(IRTIP) incorporates projects proposed by local governments and agencies within the Indianapolis
Metropolitan Planning Area; and
WHEREAS, the projects contained in the proposed IRTIP amendment have been reviewed as
to their immediate impact and importance to the continued improvement of the transportation
system operating within the area; and
WHEREAS, changing conditions necessitate periodic amendments to the IRTIP; and
WHEREAS, the IRTIP is consistent with the 2045 LRTP as amended; and
WHEREAS, the MPO consulted with the Interagency Consultation Group and the MPO
anticipates, subsequent to Transportation Policy Committee approval, the USDOT will find that
the proposed TIP amendment meets transportation conformity requirements under Section
176(C) of the Clean Air Act and 40 CFR Parts 51.390 and 93; and
WHEREAS, the proposed IRTIP Amendment was made available for public comment and
comments received were provided to the Indianapolis Transportation Policy Committee; and
WHEREAS, the Transportation Policy Committee is the approval body for all
transportation-related activities of the Metropolitan Planning Organization for the MPA under
applicable U.S. Department of Transportation regulations;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Indianapolis Transportation Policy
Committee hereby approves the amendment to the 2020-2023 Indianapolis Regional
Transportation Improvement Program as shown on the attached Exhibit A. The Transportation
Policy Committee adopted the above and foregoing resolution this ____ day of ____________
2021.

DATE: __________________________

____________________________
Anna Gremling, Executive Director
Indianapolis MPO
for the Policy Committee Chair
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EXHIBIT A

QUARTER Q4, 2021 INDOT 22-01
LEAD AGENCY

PRIOR

INDOT

DES NUM

1700525

ROAD/TRAIL

Rural St

PROJECT TITLE

Railroad Protection

TYPE

EXEMPT?

TOTAL

TOTAL
DIFF

SFY

FED
FUNDS

FED TOTAL

FED %

STATE
TOTAL

STATE %

JUSTIFICATION

-

-

$-

$-

-

-

-

CN

SFY 2022 STPRH

$1,000,000

$1,000,000

100%

$-

0%

Decreased RR CN
funds in FY 21 and
added an increase
of funds for RR CN
in FY 22 to
complete the
project.

$335,253

ROW

SFY 2022 STPSM

$10,000

$8,000

80%

$2,000

20%

NEW PROJECT

NEW

CN

SFY 2025 STPSM

$120,253

$96,202

80%

$24,051

20%

NEW

CE

SFY 2025 STPSM

$30,000

$24,000

80%

$6,000

20%

NEW

$1,049,818

INDOT

1900353

SR 252

SR 252 Small Structure
Replacement

Small Structure
Replacement

Exempt $335,253

-

LINE TOTAL

$629,818

Railroad
Protection

PROPOSED

Exempt $420,000

PHASE

Item 4c
ACTION PROPOSED

QUARTER Q4, 2021 LOCAL 22-01.2
LEAD AGENCY

NEW

DES NUM DES NUM 2 ROAD/TRAIL

Hamilton County 2003031

N/A

PROJECT TITLE

281st Street 281st Street, from SR 19 to

TYPE

EXEMPT?

TOTAL

SFY

FED
FUNDS

LINE TOTAL

FED TOTAL

FED %

MATCH
TOTAL

MATCH %

PE/PL

SFY 2022 STP4RM

$890,000

$712,000

80%

$178,000 20%

ROW

SFY 2024 STP4RM

$250,000

$200,000

80%

$50,000 20%

NEW

CN

SFY 2025 STP4RM

$5,900,000

$4,720,000

80%

$1,180,000 20%

NEW

CE

SFY 2025 STP4RM

$689,000

$551,200

80%

$137,800 20%

Roadway
Reconstruction

$7,729,000

PHASE

NEW

Rulon Road

Exempt $7,729,000

TOTAL
DIFF

Item 4c
JUSTIFICATION

NEW PROJECT

NEW

IndyGo

IND-23-001 N/A

2023 5307 Preventative
Maintenance

Exempt $10,000,000
Transit
Enhancement
Capital Projects

$10,000,000 PE/PL

SFY 2023 SEC5307

$10,000,000

$8,000,000

80%

$2,000,000 20%

NEW PROJECT

NEW

IndyGo

IND-24-003 N/A

2024 5307 Preventative
Maintenance

Exempt $10,000,000
Transit
Enhancement
Capital Projects

$10,000,000 PE/PL

SFY 2024 SEC5307

$10,000,000

$8,000,000

80%

$2,000,000 20%

NEW PROJECT

NEW

IndyGo

IND-25-001 N/A

2025 5307 Preventative
Maintenance

Exempt $10,000,000
Transit
Enhancement
Capital Projects

$10,000,000 PE/PL

SFY 2025 SEC5307

$10,000,000

$8,000,000

80%

$2,000,000 20%

NEW PROJECT

NEW

IndyGo

IND-26-001 N/A

2026 5307 Preventative
Maintenance

Exempt $10,000,000
Transit
Enhancement
Capital Projects

$10,000,000 PE/PL

SFY 2026 SEC5307

$10,000,000

$8,000,000

80%

$2,000,000 20%

NEW PROJECT

NEW

IndyGo

IND-23-002 N/A

2023 5307 Non Fixed Route
ADA Paratransit Service

Exempt $3,881,191
Transit
Enhancement
Capital Projects

$3,881,191

PE/PL

SFY 2023 SEC5307

$3,881,191

$3,104,953

80%

$776,238 20%

NEW PROJECT

NEW

IndyGo

IND-24-004 N/A

2024 5307 Non Fixed Route
ADA Paratransit Service

Exempt $4,106,235
Transit
Enhancement
Capital Projects

$4,106,235

PE/PL

SFY 2024 SEC5307

$4,106,235

$3,284,988

80%

$821,247 20%

NEW PROJECT

NEW

IndyGo

IND-25-002 N/A

2025 5307 Non Fixed Route
ADA Paratransit Service

Exempt $4,117,488
Transit
Enhancement
Capital Projects

$4,117,488

PE/PL

SFY 2025 SEC5307

$4,117,488

$3,293,990

80%

$823,498 20%

NEW PROJECT

NEW

IndyGo

IND-26-002 N/A

2026 5307 Non Fixed Route
ADA Paratransit Service

Exempt $4,117,488
Transit
Enhancement
Capital Projects

$4,117,488

PE/PL

SFY 2026 SEC5307

$4,117,488

$3,293,990

80%

$823,498 20%

NEW PROJECT

NEW

IndyGo

IND-23-003 N/A

2023 5307 Security

Exempt $225,045
Transit
Enhancement
Capital Projects

$225,045

PE/PL

SFY 2023 SEC5307

$225,045

$180,036

80%

$45,009 20%

NEW PROJECT

NEW

IndyGo

IND-22-013 N/A

2022 Subrecipients 5307
allocation

Exempt $4,641,916
Transit
Enhancement
Capital Projects

$4,641,916

PE/PL

SFY 2022 SEC5307

$4,641,916

$2,320,958

50%

$2,320,958 50%

NEW PROJECT

NEW

IndyGo

IND-22-014 N/A

2022 Subrecipients 5339
allocation

Exempt $625,000
Transit
Enhancement
Capital Projects

$625,000

PE/PL

SFY 2022 SEC5339

$625,000

$500,000

80%

$125,000 20%

NEW PROJECT

NEW

IndyGo

IND-23-004 N/A

2023 Subrecipients 5307
allocation

Exempt $4,641,916
Transit
Enhancement
Capital Projects

$4,641,916

PE/PL

SFY 2023 SEC5307

$4,641,916

$2,320,958

50%

$2,320,958 50%

NEW PROJECT

ACTION PROPOSED

LEAD AGENCY

DES NUM DES NUM 2 ROAD/TRAIL

PROJECT TITLE

TYPE

EXEMPT?

TOTAL

TOTAL
DIFF

PHASE

SFY

FED
FUNDS

LINE TOTAL

FED TOTAL

Item 4c

FED %

MATCH
TOTAL

MATCH %

JUSTIFICATION

NEW

IndyGo

IND-23-005 N/A

2023 Subrecipients 5339
allocation

Exempt $625,000
Transit
Enhancement
Capital Projects

$625,000

PE/PL

SFY 2023 SEC5339

$625,000

$500,000

80%

$125,000 20%

NEW PROJECT

NEW

IndyGo

IND-24-006 N/A

2024 Subrecipients 5307
allocation

Exempt $4,641,916
Transit
Enhancement
Capital Projects

$4,641,916

PE/PL

SFY 2024 SEC5307

$4,641,916

$2,320,958

50%

$2,320,958 50%

NEW PROJECT

NEW

IndyGo

IND-24-007 N/A

2024 Subrecipients 5339
allocation

Exempt $625,000
Transit
Enhancement
Capital Projects

$625,000

PE/PL

SFY 2024 SEC5339

$625,000

$500,000

80%

$125,000 20%

NEW PROJECT

NEW

IndyGo

IND-25-004 N/A

2025 Subrecipients 5307
allocation

Exempt $4,641,916
Transit
Enhancement
Capital Projects

$4,641,916

PE/PL

SFY 2025 SEC5307

$4,641,916

$2,320,958

50%

$2,320,958 50%

NEW PROJECT

NEW

IndyGo

IND-25-005 N/A

2025 Subrecipients 5339
allocation

Exempt $625,000
Transit
Enhancement
Capital Projects

$625,000

PE/PL

SFY 2025 SEC5339

$625,000

$500,000

80%

$125,000 20%

NEW PROJECT

NEW

IndyGo

IND-23-006 N/A

2023 5310 Formula Funding
for Vehicle's

Exempt $1,354,710
Transit
Enhancement
Capital Projects

$1,354,710

PE/PL

SFY 2023 SEC5310

$1,354,710

$1,083,768

80%

$270,942 20%

NEW PROJECT

NEW

IndyGo

IND-24-008 N/A

2024 5310 Formula Funding
for Vehicle's

Exempt $1,422,446
Transit
Enhancement
Capital Projects

$1,422,446

PE/PL

SFY 2024 SEC5310

$1,422,446

$1,137,956

80%

$284,490 20%

NEW PROJECT

NEW

IndyGo

IND-25-006 N/A

2025 5310 Formula Funding
for Vehicle's

Exempt $1,493,569
Transit
Enhancement
Capital Projects

$1,493,569

PE/PL

SFY 2025 SEC5310

$1,493,569

$1,194,855

80%

$298,714 20%

NEW PROJECT

NEW

IndyGo

IND-26-007 N/A

2026 5310 Formula Funding
for Vehicle's

Exempt $1,568,247
Transit
Enhancement
Capital Projects

$1,568,247

PE/PL

SFY 2026 SEC5310

$1,568,247

$1,254,597

80%

$313,650 20%

NEW PROJECT

NEW

IndyGo

IND-24-005 N/A

2024 5307 Security

Exempt $236,296
Transit
Enhancement
Capital Projects

$236,296

PE/PL

SFY 2024 SEC5307

$236,296

$189,037

80%

$47,259 20%

NEW PROJECT

NEW

IndyGo

IND-25-003 N/A

2025 5307 Security

Exempt $236,859
Transit
Enhancement
Capital Projects

$236,859

PE/PL

SFY 2025 SEC5307

$236,859

$189,487

80%

$47,372 20%

NEW PROJECT

NEW

IndyGo

IND-26-003 N/A

2026 5307 Security

Exempt $236,859
Transit
Enhancement
Capital Projects

$236,859

PE/PL

SFY 2026 SEC5307

$236,859

$189,487

80%

$47,372 20%

NEW PROJECT

NEW

IndyGo

IND-26-004 N/A

2026 Subrecipients 5307
allocation

Exempt $4,641,916
Transit
Enhancement
Capital Projects

$4,641,916

PE/PL

SFY 2026 SEC5307

$4,641,916

$2,320,958

50%

$2,320,958 50%

NEW PROJECT

NEW

IndyGo

IND-26-005 N/A

2026 Subrecipients 5339
allocation

Exempt $625,000
Transit
Enhancement
Capital Projects

$625,000

PE/PL

SFY 2026 SEC5339

$625,000

$500,000

80%

$125,000 20%

NEW PROJECT

NEW

IndyGo

IND-23-007 N/A

2023 Taxi Vouchers

Exempt $200,000
Transit
Enhancement
Capital Projects

$200,000

PE/PL

SFY 2023 SEC5310

$200,000

$100,000

50%

$100,000 50%

NEW PROJECT

NEW

IndyGo

IND-24-009 N/A

2024 Taxi Vouchers

Exempt $200,000
Transit
Enhancement
Capital Projects

$200,000

PE/PL

SFY 2024 SEC5310

$200,000

$100,000

50%

$100,000 50%

NEW PROJECT

ACTION PROPOSED

LEAD AGENCY

DES NUM DES NUM 2 ROAD/TRAIL

PROJECT TITLE

TYPE

EXEMPT?

TOTAL

TOTAL
DIFF

PHASE

SFY

FED
FUNDS

LINE TOTAL

FED TOTAL

Item 4c

FED %

MATCH
TOTAL

MATCH %

JUSTIFICATION

NEW

IndyGo

IND-25-007 N/A

2025 Taxi Vouchers

Exempt $200,000
Transit
Enhancement
Capital Projects

$200,000

PE/PL

SFY 2025 SEC5310

$200,000

$100,000

50%

$100,000 50%

NEW PROJECT

NEW

IndyGo

IND-26-008 N/A

2026 Taxi Vouchers

Exempt $200,000
Transit
Enhancement
Capital Projects

$200,000

PE/PL

SFY 2026 SEC5310

$200,000

$100,000

50%

$100,000 50%

NEW PROJECT

ACTION PROPOSED

Item 5a

Memo
To:

IMPO Transportation Technical and Policy Committee Members

From:

Annie Dixon, Planner I

Date:

9.22.2021

Re:

Resolution to Recommend Coordinated Plan for Adoption

The Transportation Technical and Policy Committee Members,
Please find in your packet a resolution to for the Transportation Policy Committee to formally adopt the 2021 update to
the Coordinated Public Transit Human Services Transportation Plan (the “Coordinated Plan”). It can be found here on
the Indianapolis MPO website. The Coordinated Plan is updated every four years and aims to identify unment needs and
gaps in transportation and goals and strategies to address these gaps. The last update took place in 2017. Agencies
applying for Section 5310 funding (funding dedicated to seniors and people with disabilities) must cite a goal in the locallydeveloped Coordinated Plan with their application for funding. The plan must include a provider inventory of services in
the region, needs and gaps in service for individuals and seniors, and prioritized goals and strategies to address these
unmet needs.
RLS and Associates worked with IMPO staff to lead the process of updating the Coordinated Plan. RLS is INDOT’s
selected consultant to update Central Indiana’s Coordinated Plan as well as many other Coordinated Plans in the state.
IMPO and RLS worked together to engage the public, people with disabilities, and seniors to gather input for plan
development. The project team also convened a group of stakeholders including public transportation providers and
human services providers to guide the development of the plan’s goals and strategies.
Notable changes in this year’s update include a streamlining of goals and strategies. Feedback from stakeholders during
plan development included that the 2017 plan overwhelming because of the number of goals and strategies. This update
includes a reduction in the volume of goals and strategies. Additionally, IMPO will be working with a project team evaluate
potential performance measures identified in the plan for data collection and tracking to take place between updates to
the Coordinated Plan.
This plan was available for public comment from September 17th through October 1st, 2021. A public hearing is
scheduled for October 20th at 9am at the Hornet Park Community Center (5245 Hornet Ave Beech Grove, IN 46107) at
the Policy Committee meeting. IMPO conducted a number of outreach efforts to increase the visibility of the draft plan
and comment period as detailed in a white paper. These efforts included “boosted” Facebook advertising, distributing
physical copies to 47 libraries around the region, public notices in newspapers, emails to stakeholders and committee
members, and notices in teMPO and on the IMPO website.
As of 9/22/2021 there have been no public comments. The IMPO Transportation Policy Committee must adopt the
plan before the end of calendar year 2021 to be compliant.
If you have additional questions, please feel free to call me at 317.327.5646 or email me at Annie.Dixon@indympo.org
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Item 5b

A RESOLUTION OF THE TRANSPORTATION POLICY COMMITTEE OF
THE INDIANAPOLIS METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION
APPROVING THE 2021 UPDATE TO THE COORDIANTED PUBLIC TRANSITHUMAN SERVICES TRANSPORTATION PLAN (“COORDIANTED PLAN”)
Resolution Number 2021-IMPO-020
WHEREAS, the Indianapolis Metropolitan Planning Organization (the “IMPO”) is
charged with the responsibility of providing for the continuing, cooperative and comprehensive
transportation planning process for the Indianapolis Metropolitan Planning Area (“Planning Area”);
and
WHEREAS, the IMPO Transportation Policy Committee (“Policy Committee”), a
committee of the IMPO, is the approval body for all transportation-related activities of the IMPO for
the Planning Area under applicable U.S. Department of Transportation regulations; and
WHEREAS, it is the desire of the Policy Committee to authorize and approve certain
actions as further set forth in this Resolution; and
WHEREAS, the Coordinated Public Transit-Human Services Transportation Plan,
hereafter referred to as “Coordinated Plan” is updated every four years and must include prioritized
goals and strategies to meet unmet transportation needs and gaps in service for people with
disabilities and older adults; and
WHEREAS, IMPO staff worked with INDOT’s selected consultant, RLS and Associates,
to conduct a planning process that included gathering information and input from the public,
transportation providers, human services providers, and stakeholders; and
WHEREAS, agencies and organizations that apply for Section 5310 funding must cite a
goal in the Coordinated Plan that their proposal will address; and
WHEREAS, the Coordinated Plan has been posted for public review and comment
from September 17, 2021 through October 1, 2021 and resulting comments have been
incorporated into the final draft of the Coordinated Plan and presented to the Transportation
Policy Committee (TPC); and
WHEREAS, IMPO staff conducted public engagement and outreach efforts to spread
awareness of the plan and the public comment and review period; and
WHEREAS, a public hearing was held on October 20, 2021, for comment on the
Coordinated Plan; and

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, by the Transportation Policy Committee of
the IMPO as follows:

Item 5b

SECTION 1: The Transportation Policy Committee of IMPO hereby approves and
adopts the 2021 Coordinated Public Transit-Human Services Transportation Plan for the Central
Indiana region.
SECTION 2: This Resolution shall be effective immediately upon its passage.
PASSED by the Transportation Policy Committee of the Indianapolis Metropolitan
Planning Organization this 20th day of October, 2021.
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
J. Andrew Cook
Chair, Indianapolis MPO Transportation Policy Committee
____________________________________________________
Anna M. Gremling, Executive Director
Indianapolis Metropolitan Planning Organization

0141736.0718524 4845-1899-6668v1

Item 6

Memo
To:

IMPO Technical and Policy Committees

From:

Rose Scovel, AICP – Principal Planner I

Date:

9/27/2021

Re:

2021 Regional Performance Measures Report

The annual report on the regional performance measures established in the 2045 Long Range Transportation Plan
(LRTP) is now available and includes an addendum that has trend data for the past three years. The 2021 report uses
2020 data, as each year’s report uses prior year data. The methodology document is available as well.
The most significant item of note in the 2021 report is that nearly all transit measures were dramatically impacted by the
pandemic. There were also revisions to the land consumption measure (which was re-run with the correct year data
using a consistent methodology).
If you have questions about the regional performance measures, please email me at rose.scovel@indympo.org.
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Item 6

2021 REGIONAL
PERFORMANCE
MEASURE UPDATE

Prepared in cooperation with the State of Indiana, Indiana Department of Transportation and the Federal Highway Administration

Move

Item 6

THEME

Objective 1A

PM1

Objective 1B

PM1

Percentage of People in the Region with Access
to a Connected Bikeway

Regional Vehicle Connectivity
Our regional road network should make it possible to move between
key locations in a reasonable amount of time. This measure identifies
those key locations, then calculates the average vehicle travel time
during the morning peak travel period.

Access to a bikeway allows more people to bike safely for
commuting or recreation. Connected bikeway networks allow
people to travel further by bike. Access is defined as residents that
live within a 1/2 mile of a bikeway that is most connected for bikeway
network ativity.

Data

Data

25

AVERAGE MINUTES OF TRAVEL TIME DURING PEAK
MORNING TRAVEL BETWEEN REGIONAL ACTIVITY CENTERS

How is it Measured?
Step 1
Identify
regional
centers

Step 2
For each
center,
measure
travel
time to
all others
using the
Travel
Demand
Model

51%

OF THE REGIONAL POPULATION HAS ACCESS
TO A CONNECTED BIKEWAY

How is it Measured?
Connected bikeways are those
where two or more bikeways cross,
creating connections. This measure
divides the number of people in the
MPA who live within 1/2 mile of a
bikeway that is in the top half of the
region for miles on the connected
bike network.

Step 3. Repeat for all centers; average all times
1

Move

Item 6

THEME

Objective 1B

PM2

Percentage of People within the Region with
Access to a Sidewalk
Sidewalks help people move around neighborhoods, access
transit, and stay healthy. They are important for people with
disabilities, older residents, and children to be comfortable and
safe walking. Access is defined as living within 200 feet of an existing
sidewalk.

Data

Objective 1C

PM1

Transit Ridership Per Capita
Transit systems are one of many transportation choices. The higher the
number of transit trips per person in a population, the more people
are using the system. Using a per person measure allows comparison
with other transit systems serving different size populations. This
measure includes unlinked transit trips taken on IndyGo, CIRTA,
Hendricks County LINK, and Access Johnson County’s fixed-route
and paratransit (demand response) services.

Data

52%

OF THE REGIONAL POPULATION
HAVE ACCESS TO A SIDEWALK

How is it Measured?
This measure divides the number of
people who live within 200 feet of a
sidewalk by the number of people
in the Metropolitan Planning Area.
Only sidewalks adjacent to roads
that can be funded by the MPO are
documented (excludes local and
interstate facilties)

3.11

TRANSIT TRIPS PER PERSON (2020*)
*2020 was down from 2019 due to COVID-19 related stay-at-home orders
and continued working from home for a significant portion of the region’s
population and perceived safety of riding transit.

How is it Measured?
Step 1

Step 2

Transit providers count
every passenger that
boards a vehicle.

The rider counts
are
divided
by population
estimates
for
the
8-county
region
(from
ESRI Community
Analyst).
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Move

Item 6

THEME

Objective 1C

PM2

Percentage of People within the Region with
Access to Fixed-Route Transit
Scheduled, fixed-route transit provides a transportation option for
people who can access it. Transit service (frequency/hours/etc.)
may improve as the number of people who can access them
and use them increases. Ten minutes is considered the maximum
time people are willing to walk to a transit stop (~1/2 mile). This
measurement includes IndyGo, and Access Johnson County.

Data

27.8%

OF THE REGIONAL POPULATION HAS
ACCESS TO FIXED-ROUTE TRANSIT

Objective 1C

PM3

Transit Ridership Per Capita along Frequent
Transit Routes
Frequent transit route are those with buses coming every 15 minutes
or less. These routes often have higher ridership than others because
riders do not need a schedule to know that the next bus will come
“soon”.

Data

13.9

TRANSIT TRIPS PER PERSON ALONG
FREQUENT TRANSIT ROUTES (2020*)
*2020 ridership was down from 2019 due to COVID-19 related stay-at-home
orders and continued working from home for a significant portion of the
region’s population and perceived safety of riding transit.

How is it Measured?

How is it Measured?

Step 1
Transit providers count every
passenger that boards a bus
on the high frequency routes.
Step 2
Step 1

Step 2

A 1/2 mile buffer is drawn around
fixed-route transit lines. People
in the buffer have access to
transit. ESRI Community Analyst
estimates the population within
the bus stop buffer.

The number of people
within the buffer is divided
by population estimates for
the MPA (from ESRI Community Analyst).

A 1/2 mile buffer is drawn
around frequent service fixedroute transit lines.
Step 3
The rider counts are divided by
population estimates for the buffer
(from ESRI Community Analyst).
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Prosper

Item 6

THEME

Objective 3A

PM1

Transportation Costs as a Percent of Median
Income
Transportation costs are the second largest expense in a
household and where a person chooses to live, along with the
transportation options available at that location, are important
determinants for transportation costs. Transportation costs are
considered affordable when they are less than 15 percent of a
household’s income. By tracking transportation costs, we understand
the burden the existing trasportation system places on individual
households.

Data

24%

Objective 3B

Equity Accessibility Gap
Accessibility to jobs is one of the key functions of the transportation
system. The Equity Accessiblity Gap measures the difference in
access to jobs within 30 minutes of equity and non-equity populations.
Ideally the measure should be 0%; a 100% means twice as much job
accessibility for non-equity populations in 30 minutes compared to
equity populations. Moving the measure requires more jobs in equity
areas or better integration of lower income housing in the region. It
does not consider skill level for jobs. Locations for equity populations
are based on a 2016 equity analysis, identifying zones where the low
income or non-white populations existed at a rate that exceeded
the region’s overall rate for those populations.

Data

OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME GOES TO
TRANSPORTATION COSTS

Auto
Use

51%

GAP BETWEEN EQUITY ZONE ACCESS TO
EMPLOYMENT AND NON-EQUITY ZONE ACCESS
TO EMPLOYMENT

How is it measured?

Auto
Ownership

PM1

Transit
Use

The Housing and Transportation (H+T) Affordability Index uses three
elements in their transportation costs model.
The estimate of transportation costs as a percentage of median
household income comes from the Center for Neighborhood Technology
Housing + Transportation Index and uses the MPA boundary for the
analysis.

How is it measured?
Step 1

Step 2

Identify
equity
zones
and nonequity
zones.
Identify
zones
with jobs

Measure
travel time
between
zones,
selecting
travel times
under 30
min

Step 3. Separate equity zones from non-equity
zones
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Prosper

Item 6

THEME

Objective 3B

PM2

Objective 3C

PM1

Percent of Environmental Justice Population Near
Frequent Transit

Number of People in Central Indiana with Access
to Higher Education Facilities by Fixed-Route Transit

This is a measure of the percentage of the environmental justice
population that can access frequent transit routes. “Frequent transit”
is a fixed-route transit line where the bus comes every 15 minutes
or less. “Environmental Justice Population” includes all non-white or
Hispanic people living in poverty. “Access” means within walking
distance of a stop on a frequent transit route, which is defined as a
10 minute walk (1/2 mile).

Higher education is a means to opportunity and generally higher
wages. Transportation can be a factor that limits access to higher
education for people. Central Indiana is defined as the 8-county
Central Indiana region, fixed-route transit is service from IndyGo and
Access Johnson County, and higher education facilities are junior
colleges, colleges, and universities. This performance measure was
updated in 2021 to include CIRTA Workforce Connectors.

Data

Data

ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE
POPULATION WITH
FREQUENT TRANSIT ACCESS

22%

HOUSEHOLDS IN
POVERTY WITH FREQUENT
TRANSIT ACCESS

16%

How is it measured?
Step 1

Step 2

ESRI Community Analyst
counts households in
poverty and the non-white
or Hispanic individuals within
a 1/2 mile walk of stops on
bus routes
that run at
least every
15 minutes.

ESRI Community Analyst determines the population and
number of households in the
MPA.
Step 3
The regional
population is
divided by the EJ
populations from
Step 1.

64.8K

PEOPLE HAVE ACCESS TO HIGHER
EDUCATION FACILITIES AND
TRAINING CENTERS BY TRANSIT

How is it measured?
A half-mile buffer is drawn around
all fixed-route transit lines. This
is overlaid with Transportation
Analysis Zone demographic data
to calculate the population within
the buffer. This data is overlaid with
InfoUSA data, which displays all
higher education facilities within the
MPO counties.
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Prosper

Item 6

THEME

Objective 4A

PM1

Automobile Accessibility Index

Objective 4A

PM2

Transit Job Accessibility Index

The Automobile Accessibility Index is the percentage of
households in Central Indiana MPA that can reach a job within a
30-minute car trip during peak morning travel.

The Transit Job Accessibility Index is the percentage of households in
Central Indiana MPA that can reach a job within a 60-minute transit
trip during peak morning travel.

Data

Data

100%

OF CENTRAL INDIANA’S HOUSEHOLDS ARE
ACCESSIBLE TO A JOB BY AUTOMOBILE IN 30 MINUTES

How is it measured?
The DARK ZONE is a zone that
has a job and the STRIPED
ORANGE zones are zones with
households that can access
the job within 30 minutes of
driving during morning peak
traffic.

41%

OF CENTRAL INDIANA’S HOUSEHOLDS ARE
ACCESSIBLE TO A JOB BY TRANSIT IN 60 MINUTES

How is it measured?
The DARK ZONE is a zone that
has a job and the STRIPED
ORANGE zones are zones with
households that can access
the job within a 60 minute
transit ride during morning
peak traffic. The brown lines
represent conceptual transit
lines.
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Make Safe

Item 6

THEME

Objective 7A

PM3

Percentage of Non-NHS Bridges in Poor Condition
This performance measure examines bridges off* the National
Highway System, providing a comprehensive overview of bridges
in Central Indiana (8-county region). “Poor condition” is defined by
the federal rule governing this performance measure.
* Condition of bridges on the National Highway System are measured by INDOT.

Objective 7C

Percentage of Pavement on Non-NHS Roads in
the Region in Poor Condition
Measurement of major non-NHS roadways’ pavement condition
is an important performance measure that affects safety and
efficiency of surface transportation facilities.

Data

Data

GOOD

FAIR

GOOD

POOR

45.97%

50.4%

3.62%

of all non-NHS
bridge surface
area in Central
Indiana is in good
condition.

of all non-NHS
bridge surface
area in Central
Indiana is in fair
condition.

of all non-NHS
bridge surface
area in Central
Indiana are in
poor condition.

How is it Measured?

PM4

FAIR
POOR

PCI Rating

PASER Rating

29.36%
35.87%
36.49%

32.53%
51.58%
15.74%

How is it Measured?
The City of Indianapolis uses the Pavement Condition Index (PCI),
which rates pavement condition on a 0 to 100 point scale. Other
local governments in the MPO’s Metropolitan Planning Area use the
Pavement Surface Evaluation and Rating (PASER) measure, which rates
condition on a 0 to 10 point scale. A breakdown of how the scores
were distributed between the categories is listed below:
Good: A PCI of 71 or greater; A PASER of 8 or greater
Fair:

A PCI between 55 to 70; A PASER of 5 to 7

Poor:

A PCI between 1 to 54; A PASER of 1 to 4

Counties regularly inspect and rate bridges. They report that
data to the National Bridge Inventory. For this measure, the
MPO compares the square meter area of non-NHS bridges
in bad condition to the total area of all non-NHS bridges.
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THEME

Objective 8A

PM1

Land Consumption
This measure allows us to track the expansion of the urbanized area
and monitor how quickly greenfield development is converting
open land into developed land. Conversion of vacant urban land
into development is also included in this measure.

Data

203.5K*

OF DEVELOPED LAND (ACRES) IN THE
MPO’S METROPOLITAN PLANNING AREA

Objective 8B

PM1

Number of Residents that can Access Grocery
Stores by Bike, Sidewalk, or Transit
Access to healthy foods for people who don’t have access to a
car is an important quality of life indicator and social determinant
of health. Grocery stores provide better access to healthy food
choices than convenience or specialty food stores. Access means
1/2 mile (10 minute) walk to transit followed by a 1/2 mile walk to
a grocery store, or a 2.5 mile (15 minute) bike ride or 1/2 mile (10
minute) walk to a grocery store.

Data

TRANSIT

BICYCLE

WALKING

residents can access a
grocery store by fixedroute transit.

residents can
access a grocery
store by bicycle.

residents can
access a grocery
store by walking.

269K 362K 179K

How is it Measured?

How is it measured?

Property class codes for parcels in the MPO’s metropolitan planning area
from the Indiana Department of Local Government Finance (DLGF) are
used to identify vacant and developed parcels. The area of vacant
parcels is then subtracted from the total land area.

For each mode (bike, walking, transit)...

For this measure agricultural (non-homestead) parcels are considered
vacant.
* This measure was recalculated for prior years based on some data
discrepancies. In 2018 the corrected developed land was 195.8K acres.
The data from the DLGF does not have a consistent land area for the
MPA from year to year.

Map the infrastructure (bike path,
sidewalk, transit route) and the
grocery stores. Select those stores
that are near the infrastructure.

Draw a buffer around those stores,
representing how far you might
travel by each mode to get there.

People inside the purple buffer, above, are close enough to
access the sidewalk, bike path, or bus route, and they are
close enough to get to the grocery store.
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2019-2021
REGIONAL
PERFORMANCE
MEASURE TRENDS

Prepared in cooperation with the State of Indiana, Indiana Department of Transportation and the Federal Highway Administration

MOVE

2020

2021

Regional Vehicle Connectivity

25.4

25.9

25

Percentage of People in the Region with
Access to a Connected Bikeway

48%

54%

51%

OF THE REGIONAL
POPULATION HAS ACCESS TO
A CONNECTED BIKEWAY

Percentage of People within the Region
with Access to a Sidewalk

49%

54%

52%

OF THE REGIONAL POPULATION
HAVE ACCESS TO A SIDEWALK

Transit Ridership Per Capita

5.2

5.01

3.11

TRANSIT TRIPS PER PERSON

31.4%

N/A

27.8%

Transit Ridership per Capita along
Frequent Transit Routes

15.3

27.9

13.9

Transportation Costs as a percent of
Median Income

24%

24%

24%

PROSPER

2019

2020

2021

Percentage of People within the Region
with Access to Fixed Route Transit

Equity Accessibility Gap

Percentage of Environmental Justice
Population Near Frequent Transit

Number of People in Central Indiana with
Access to Higher Education Facilities by
Fixed-Route Transit
Automobile Accessibility Index

Transit Jobs Accessibility Index

TREND

Item 6

2019

AVERAGE MINUTES OF TRAVEL
TIME DURING PEAK MORNING
TRAVEL BETWEEN REGIONAL
ACTIVITY CENTERS

OF THE REGIONAL
POPULATION HAS ACCESS
TO FIXED-ROUTE TRANSIT

TRANSIT TRIPS PER
PERSON ALONG FREQUENT
TRANSIT ROUTES

OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME GOES
TO TRANSPORTATION COSTS

TREND

56.4%

53.7%

51%

GAP BETWEEN EQUITY ZONE
ACCESS TO EMPLOYMENT
AND NON-EQUITY ZONE
ACCESS TO EMPLOYMENT

13%

11%

22%

NON-WHITE / HISPANIC
POPULATION WITH FREQUENT
TRANSIT ACCESS

16%

14%

16%

HOUSEHOLDS IN POVERTY WITH
FREQUENT TRANSIT ACCESS

61K

59.9k

64.8k

PEOPLE HAVE ACCESS TO HIGHER
EDUCATION FACILITIES AND
TRAINING CENTERS BY TRANSIT

100%

OF CENTRAL INDIANA’S
HOUSEHOLDS ARE ACCESSIBLE
TO A JOB BY AUTOMOBILE
IN 30 MINUTES

99.5%

42%

99.5%

41.2%

41%

OF CENTRAL INDIANA’S
HOUSEHOLDS ARE
ACCESSIBLE TO A JOB BY
TRANSIT IN 60 MINUTES

MAKE SAFE
Percentage of Non-NHS Bridges in Poor
Condition
Percentage of Pavement on Non-NHS
Roads in the Region in Poor Condition

SUSTAIN
Land Developed in the Region
Number of Residents that can Access a
Grocery Store Via Transit

2020

2021

5.2%

4.24%

3.62%

36.42%

35%

36.49%

PCI RATING (MARION COUNTY)

30.69% 17.01% 15.74%

PASER RATING (SURROUNDING
MUNICIPALITIES)

2019

2020

182.8k
(2017)

195.8k
203.5k
(2018)

406k

261k

2021

362k

Via Walking

65k

152k

179k

Undesirable
Downward Trend
Undesirable
Upward Trend
Unchanged
Trend

ACRES OF LAND DEVELOPED IN
THE REGION

POPULATION THAT CAN
REASONABLY ACCESS A GROCERY
STORE VIA BICYCLING

591k

Desirable
Upward Trend

TREND

269k

585k

Desirable
Downward Trend

PERCENTAGE OF ALL NONNHS BRIDGE SURFACE AREA
IN CENTRAL INDIANA AREA
IN POOR CONDITION

POPULATION THAT CAN
REASONABLY ACCESS A
GROCERY STORE VIA TRANSIT

Via Bicycling

TREND KEY

TREND

Item 6

2019

POPULATION THAT CAN
REASONABLY ACCESS A
GROCERY STORE VIA WALKING

Item 6

MPO REGIONAL PERFORMANCE
MEASURES METHODOLOGY
2021

Indianapolis Metropolitan Planning Organization – Updated 8/23/2021
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Objective 1A, PM1: Regional Vehicle Connectivity
Definitions:

•
•
•

Travel time between regional activity centers by automobile.
Regional activity centers mean the MPO identified regional activity centers as of 2020. Prior data were
run with the 2045 LRTP employment/population centers.
Travel time is determined by desire lines between (not within) the regional activity centers using the
ITDM at the AM peak travel time.

Reason Chosen:

Our regional network should make it possible to move between key locations in a reasonable amount of time.
This measure identifies those key locations and calculates the vehicle travel time during the morning peak travel
period.
What drives the measure up?

•
•

Changes in roadway capacity (removing travel lanes)
Congestion

What drives the measures down?

•
•
•

Changes in roadway capacity (adding travel lanes, improved signal timing)
New roadway segments that provide more direct routes
Reductions in travel delay through roadway design (roundabouts)

How is it measured (exactly)?

This measure calculates the average travel time between economic regional centers.
1. Each regional center is identified in the Traffic Analysis Zone (TAZ) layer in the IITDM, each zone is
associated with the specific regional center by a unique ID.
2. The IITDM then uses the AM Peak Congested Highway Skims matrix [<model version
folder>\scenario\output\HSKIMS_AM.mtx>] to determine the travel time between each of the regional
centers without including the internal travel within each regional center.
3. Finally, the average travel time is calculated between all regional centers.
4. The final output of this measure is found recorded in the Model Summary Report as “Regional Vehicle
Connectivity” located in [<model version folder>\scenario\Reports\Model_summary_report.bin]
* Highway skims = Matrix with information on the shortest distance between each traffic analysis zone
** Traffic Analysis Zones = special polygons created for tabulating traffic-related data that includes population
and employment for each polygon
ITDM Automation Background:
In 2020 IMPO staff finalized and fully incorporated reporting tools within the Indianapolis MPO Travel
Demand Model (IITDM) to automate the following regional performance measures
1
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Regional Vehicle Connectivity
Equity Accessibility Gap
Automobile Accessibility Index
Transit Jobs Accessibility Index
Equity Gap in Access to Employment Higher Education in Region
Percent of People in Central Indiana with access to Higher Education Facilities by Fixed Route Transit

These measures were added to the model flow for the Indianapolis Travel Demand Model (IITDM) to access
IITDM outputs once the run has completed. Results from these calculations are automatically inserted into the
final Model Summary Report that is generated for every model run. This step was incorporated into the Final
Processing stage of the model run.
While the calculations and generated output are automated, the inputs cannot be and must be updated when this
measure is run each year for formal reporting. These required inputs are listed below.
o Existing & Committed road and transit network for the current year: If the analysis year is an
official LRTP/MTP analysis year no further work is required. If this is not the case a special road and
transit network must be created in TransCAD to provide as close to current conditions as possible when
calculating these measures.
o Employment point level data: Point level employment data for the region must be obtained each year
for this analysis. The IMPO maintains a contract to allow updated point level employment to be
obtained at the first of the year.
o This data must include 6 digit NAICS codes, and this data is imported into TransCAD to create a
point level standard geographic file (one of the native TransCAD file formats.
o This file is then joined to the appropriate TAZ standard geographic file to calculate the aggregate
employment for each TAZ.
o The new TransCAD point level file is then placed in the following location for use in every
model run until updated the next year: <model version>/input/gis/TC_Empl_9Cty_<month and
year>.dbd
o Most measures utilize both the point level and aggregated employment data described above.
After the model run has completed, the automated script uses NAICS codes that are selected
prior to the model run for several measures. These codes can be easily changed, or additional
codes incorporated.
o TAZ level employment data: This is the same employment point level data that has been aggregated to
the zonal level and added to the appropriate field in the TAZ layer. The script will access this data, as
well as the point level standard geographic file to create the buffers and overlays required for this
analysis.
Automated Regional Measures Process and Extraction: Once the employment data has been updated and
placed in the proper location as described, there are no additional steps required to run these measures. As these
measures have been fully incorporated into the Final Processing step of the IITDM as seen in the screen
clipping below. Unless the modeler turns this step off, this is automatically completed for every model run:
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The Model Summary Report Model Step circled above results in an output table that provides system level
summaries of 197 total measures that includes these measures. This Report is completed for all runs unless the
modeler manually turns it off. This output file is located at <C:\IndyModel\<model version installation
folder>\<specific scenario>\Reports\model_summary_report.bin>

Extraction consists of manually selecting the measures of interest, then either exporting those selected records
into a new file or copying/pasting the data as needed. The image shows the Model Summary Report output table
with the selected measures. Each measure provides the final units as well as the final reporting
Data used:
• Regional activity center polygons for activity centers (2020)
• ITDM AM peak travel time on the road network (exclusive of local and collector streets)
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Questions/Challenges:
While originally conceived using the 2045 LRTP population/employment centers, following completion of the
IMPO regional activity centers project in 2020 the new existing regional activity centers were used as the basis
of calculation.

Objective 1B, PM1: Percentage of People in the Region with Access to a
Connected Bikeway
Definitions:
• Access means within one half mile of a connected bikeway
• Region means the MPA
• Connected bikeway is a bikeway that is part of a larger system
Reason Chosen:
Access to a bikeway allows more people to bike safely for commuting or recreation. Connected bikeway
networks allow people to travel farther by bike. Access is defined as residents that live within a 1/2 mile of a
connected bikeway.
What drives the measure up?
• Increase in miles of connected bikeways.
• Housing development, increased housing density, or more people living within a half mile of a
connected bikeway. Also, occupancy of vacant housing units near connected bikeways.
What drives the measures down?
• Construction of bikeways that are not part of a connected network.
• Removal of bikeways like bike lanes.
• People moving away from connected bikeways.
How is it measured?
• Using the bikeways shapefile in ArcGIS create a half mile buffer around the bikeways.
• Dissolve the buffered layer.
• Edit the dissolved buffer and select the feature. Explode multi-part feature.
• Delete the non-connected features from the exploded dissolve.
• Export the connected bikeways and ZIP the files.
• Import the zipped file to ESRI Community Analyst.
• Run a comparison report for population.
• Add date for each polygon.
• Divide by the MSA population.
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Data used:
• Bikeways layer in ArcGIS (MPO created)
• ESRI Community Analyst
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Questions/Challenges:
• Methodology prior to 2018 run may have identified connected bikeways differently.
• Requires an updated Bikeways shapefile. Annual changes don’t reflect the impact of bikeway
investments unless the shapefile is updated.

Objective 1B, PM2: Percentage of People in the Region with Access to a
Sidewalk
Definitions:
• Access means 200 feet to a sidewalk
• Metropolitan area means the Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA)
• Includes all roads with sidewalks, not just the MPO roads
Reason Chosen:
Sidewalks help move people around neighborhoods, access transit, and stay healthy. They are important for
people with disabilities, older residents, and children to be comfortable and safe walking. Access is defined as
living within 200 feet of a sidewalk.
What drives the measure up?
• Completing the sidewalk network by eliminating gaps.
• More people living where there is a connected sidewalk network.
• Building connected sidewalks with new residential development.
What drives the measures down?
• More people living where there is not a connected sidewalk network or no sidewalk.
• Removing sidewalks, or portions of sidewalks.
How is it measured (exactly)?
• Use the sidewalk network shapefile with gaps removed. Include all roads in the MPA.
• Buffer sidewalks at 200 feet. (Output will be saved as a Feature Class)
• Clip the output to the MPA boundary. (the Clipped output will also be saved as a Feature Class)
• Export the Clipped output to a shapefile. Compress the shapefile to a zipped folder
• Upload the zipped folder into ArcGIS Online to be saved as a Feature Layer
• Open ESRI Community Analyst
• Add the Feature Layer from ArcGIS Online to Community Analyst. Setup the feature layer to pull
populations
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Import MPA boundary to Community Analyst from Computer. (If a copy of the MPA boundary is saved
in ArcGIS online, then follow the same steps used to upload the sidewalk feature layer)
Run Comparison Report to collect 2019 population data for the MPA and sidewalk feature layer
Export results to excel and calculate percentage of population within 200 feet of sidewalks.

Data used:
• MPO pedestrian network shapefile (2019 Updated version)
• ESRI Community Analyst’s Comparison Report
Questions/Challenges:
• Connected needs a standard methodology if used, is it the top two quartiles (better than average) or
another measure. Connected was not used in the current analysis.
• Sidewalk network map drafted from aerial photography and may not include newest sidewalks.
Sidewalk map needs to be updated annually to measure changes due to investment.

Objective 1C, PM1: Transit Ridership Per Capita
Definitions:
• Fixed route and demand responsive services
• Unlinked transit trips for fixed-route service
• Region is the 8 counties that are in the MPO (not just the MPA)
Reason Chosen:
Transit systems are one of many transportation choices. The higher the number of transit trips per person in a
population, the better the access and convenience of the transit system. This measure includes unlinked transit
trips taken on IndyGo fixed route and paratransit, Access Johnson County’s fixed-route and paratransit (demand
response), CIRTA workforce connector, and demand response services in Boone, Hamilton, and Hancock
counties.
What drives the measure up?
• Decreases in population without decreases in ridership
• Increases in ridership without population increase (or with slower population growth)
• Expanded service providing transit access to more people
What drives the measures down?
• Increases in population without commensurate increases in ridership
• Decreases in ridership
• Reduced services providing transit access
• Service changes that produce fewer unlinked trips to the same destination
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How is it measured?
• Add unlinked passenger trips for both IndyGo services, both Access Johnson County services, both
CIRTA services, Hamilton County Express, Hancock Area Rural Transit, and Boone County
Commissioners transit service
• Divide by the summarized population for the 8 counties

Data used:
• FTA National Transit Database
• 2018 County population estimates ACS (all 8 counties, not MPA) because the rural providers don’t only
provide service in the MPA boundary

Objective 1C, PM2: Percentage of People in the Region with Access to FixedRoute Transit
Definitions:
• Fixed route transit service – IndyGo, CIRTA workforce connectors, and Access Johnson County
• 10-minute walk / half-mile (calculated using Federal Functional Class Roadways classified as 2-7) from
a transit stop, does not necessarily mean there is a sidewalk/pedestrian infrastructure
Reason Chosen:
Scheduled, fixed-route transit provides a transportation option for people who can access it. Transit service
(frequency/hours/etc.) may improve as the number of people who can access them and use them increases. Ten
minutes is considered the maximum time people are willing to walk to a transit stop (~1/2 mile).
What drives the measure up?
• The number and location of transit stops. When more stops are added to existing routes, depending on
location, more people have access to transit.
• The number and location of transit routes. When new routes serve previously unserved areas, there are
more people with access to transit, provided the route has stops in populated areas.
• Housing location. Housing located near transit stops increases the number of people with access to that
stop.
What drives the measures down?
• Reducing the number of transit stops or removing stops that service higher density housing in favor of
stops that serve lower density housing.
• People moving away from transit stops seeking lower density housing or a different housing type or
price point.
How is it measured (exactly)?
• Run a service area analysis traveling 0.5ml from transit stop locations with a 200ft buffer.
• Consolidate the stops into a single polygon.
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Build a network dataset in ArcCatalog using functionally classified roadways 2-7 from the Federal
Functional Classified Roadway shapefile.
Import the network dataset into an ArcMap Project and set the analysis to generate a service area.
Load IndyGo and Access Johnson County Transit stops as locations in the network dataset. (A 650ft
proximity radius was used to identify stops near the network. This accounted for stops that might be on
private drives or in parking lots at large stores)
Set the service area parameters to
Travel a half-mile from the bus stop locations
Generate a 200ft buffer around the half-mile service area (this is set as the threshold for walking access
to sidewalks)
Set the service areas for each station to dissolve into one large polygon
Export the service area polygon as a shapefile to be uploaded into ESRI Community Analyst
Run and comparison report in Community Analyst to get the population for the service area polygon
Divide the population for the service area polygon by the population for the Metropolitan Planning Area

Data used:
• INDOT’s Federal Functional Classification Roadways shapefile
• IndyGo and Access Johnson County fixed route stop shapefiles
• CIRTA workforce connector route and stop shapefiles
• MPA shapefile
• ESRI Community Analyst
Questions/Challenges:
• Prior iterations likely did not use Community Analyst, so the walk time polygons and population data
source were likely different enough to account for variability.
• 2010 result 41.3%
• 2014 result 39.4%
• 2017 result using same method as 2010/2014 39.4%
• 2018 using new methodology 31.4%
• Running the network analysis required credits in ESRI Community Analyst.
• 2019 (2020 report) was run using the incorrect transit network and is being removed from the trends
document. It was run only on the frequent transit routes, not all fixed routes.
• As of 8/23/2021 the CIRTA workforce connectors were not included.

Objective 1C, PM3: Transit Ridership Per Capita Along Frequent Transit Routes
Definitions:
• Unlinked transit trips are all trips taken on a bus. If it takes two busses to get to a destination, that is two
unlinked trips.
• Near means a 10-minute walk to a transit stop
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Frequent service routes have a 15-minute headway on a fixed-route line. Only IndyGo routes 8, 39, and
Red Line meet the criteria in 2020.

Reason Chosen:
Frequent transit routes are those with buses coming every 15 minutes or less. These routes often have higher
ridership than others because riders do not need a schedule to know that the next bus will come “soon.”
What drives the measure up?
• Frequency and location of stops on transit routes.
• Population density near transit stops on frequent transit routes.
What drives the measures down?
• Reducing the frequency of bus service on routes.
• Reducing the number of stops on frequent service bus routes.
• Reducing the transfers required to get to a destination (though this is better service)
How is it measured (exactly)?
• Run a service area analysis traveling 0.5ml from transit stop locations with a 200ft buffer.
• Consolidate the stops into a single polygon.
• Use the network dataset in ArcCatalog using functionally classified roadways 2-7 from the Federal
Functional Classified Roadway shapefile.
• Import the network dataset into an ArcMap Project and set the analysis to generate a service area.
• Load bus stops on IndyGo’s frequent transit routes as locations in the network dataset. (A 650ft
proximity radius was used to identify stops near the network. This accounted for stops that might be on
private drives or in parking lots at large stores)
• Set the service area parameters to
• Travel a half-mile from the bus stop locations
• Generate a 200ft buffer around the half-mile service area (this is set as the threshold for walking access
to sidewalks)
• Set the service areas for each station to dissolve into one large polygon
• Export the service area polygon as a shapefile to be uploaded into ESRI Community Analyst
• Run and comparison report in Community Analyst to get the population for the service area polygon
• Divide the population for the service area polygon by the total number of unlinked trips for the frequent
transit route.
Data used:
• IndyGo ridership data (unlinked trips)
• ESRI Community Analyst
Questions/Challenges:
• Running the network analysis required credits in ESRI Community Analyst.
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Uses the road network for the analysis of walk time, there may not be sidewalks or other pedestrian
infrastructure.

PROSPER
Objective 3A, PM1: Transportation Costs as a Percent of Median Income
Definitions:
• Estimated travel costs for individual households as a percentage of income.
• Uses the Center for Neighborhood Technology Housing + Transportation Index.
Reason Chosen:
Transportation costs are the second largest expense in a household and where a person choses to live, along
with the transportation options available at that location, are important determinants for transportation costs.
Transportation costs are considered affordable when they are less than 15 percent of a household’s income. By
tracking transportation costs, we can understand the burden the existing transportation system places on
individual households.
What drives the measure up?
• Incomes decrease without decreasing transportation cost.
• Transportation costs rise faster than income.
What drives the measures down?
• More trips by bike, foot, or transit
• Decreased cost of car ownership, car trips
• Incomes increases without similar increase in transportation cost.
How is it measured (exactly)?
• Center for Neighborhood Technology online Housing + Transportation index for the Indianapolis MPA.
Data used:
• Data can be downloaded by Census block group, Census tract, Census defined place, county, Core
Based Statistical Area (CBSA), Metropolitan Planning Organization, or US House District.
• Uses 2015 American Community Survey (ACS) data as input (2017 update)
• Uses 2014 Longitudinal Employer-Household Dynamics data
• Updated AllTransitTM data
• Expand geographic coverage to metropolitan, micropolitan regions and rural counties
• Enhanced transportation model including interaction variables
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Questions/Challenges:
• If the Center for Neighborhood Technology doesn’t update the data annually or biennially it will be
difficult for the MPO to use the index to report on this PM.
• The index methodology could change from period to period.
• Prior years may be difficult to retrieve.

Objective 3B, PM1: Equity Accessibility Gap
Definitions:
• Accessibility is by automobile trip on the road network within 30-minute travel time.
• Equity areas are those areas identified as Environmental Justice areas (https://www.indympo.org/mapsresources/maps/demographics-environmental-justice).
• Travel time is between TAZ zones.
• Home Based Work Trips are used by the ITDM and are a trip that begins/ends at home with the other
end being work.
Reason Chosen:
Accessibility to jobs is one of the key functions of the transportation system. In the region more than 90% of the
population has access to a vehicle, including the minoritized population. In measuring the gap in accessibility to
jobs between the minoritized population and the non-minoritized population we considered access to jobs
within a 30-minute drive between zones. Documenting the gap in access will allow the MPO to determine, over
time, if transportation investments are improving access to jobs for the minoritized population relative to the
non-minoritized population. The measure uses the Environmental Justice areas identified by the MPO aligned to
Traffic Analysis Zone (TAZ) for determining the accessibility gap.
The IMPO has used "minoritized" in the place of "minority" in some core documents to describe
the collection of individuals who have reported themselves as part of any of the following races and ethnicities
within the data sources used: Black or African American; Asian; American Indian or Alaska Native; and Native
Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander; Other Race; people of Two or More Races; and any race also identifying as
Hispanic or Latino (which includes people of Cuban, Mexican, Puerto Rican, South or Central American, or
other Spanish culture or origin).
What drives the measure up?
• Employers locating away from Environmental Justice areas.
• Changes to the road network that increase congestion and/or travel time.
What drives the measures down?
• People in minoritized populations moving closer to jobs.
• Employers locating in Environmental Justice areas.
• Changes to the road network that decrease congestion and/or travel time.
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How is it measured (exactly)?
Equity Zones are identified by LRTP/MTP staff and is an attribute within the TAZ file that can be updated on
an as needed basis. Non-Equity zones are all other zones within the MPA. The point level and aggregate TAZ
employment data is updated annually.
1. EquitySum: The AM Peak Congestion Travel Time skim matrix is used to calculate 30 minute or less
travel times from the Equity Zones. The destination zones identified in this step is used to calculate the
sum of employment accessible to the Equity zones in the targeted time period.
2. NonEquitySum: The AM Peak Congestion Travel Time skim matrix is used to calculate 30 minute or
less travel times from the Non-Equity Zones within the MPA. The destination zones identified in this
step is used to calculate the sum of employment accessible to the Non-Equity zones in the targeted time
period.
3. The final step in this measure is to calculate the gap between the two (EquitySum / NonEquitySum).
The final output of this measure is found recorded in the Model Summary Report as “Equity Gap in Access to
Employment (EquitySum/NonEquitySum)” located in [<model version
folder>\scenario\Reports\Model_summary_report.bin]
ITDM Automation Background:
In 2020 IMPO staff finalized and fully incorporated reporting tools within the Indianapolis MPO Travel
Demand Model (IITDM) to automate the following regional performance measures
•
•
•
•
•
•

Regional Vehicle Connectivity
Equity Accessibility Gap
Automobile Accessibility Index
Transit Jobs Accessibility Index
Equity Gap in Access to Employment Higher Education in Region
Percent of People in Central Indiana with access to Higher Education Facilities by Fixed Route Transit

These measures were added to the model flow for the Indianapolis Travel Demand Model (IITDM) to access
IITDM outputs once the run has completed. Results from these calculations are automatically inserted into the
final Model Summary Report that is generated for every model run. This step was incorporated into the Final
Processing stage of the model run.
While the calculations and generated output are automated, the inputs cannot be and must be updated when this
measure is run each year for formal reporting. These required inputs are listed below.
o Existing & Committed road and transit network for the current year: If the analysis year is an
official LRTP/MTP analysis year no further work is required. If this is not the case a special road and
transit network must be created in TransCAD to provide as close to current conditions as possible when
calculating these measures.
o Employment point level data: Point level employment data for the region must be obtained each year
for this analysis. The IMPO maintains a contract to allow updated point level employment to be
obtained at the first of the year.
o This data must include 6 digit NAICS codes, and this data is imported into TransCAD to create a
point level standard geographic file (one of the native TransCAD file formats.
o This file is then joined to the appropriate TAZ standard geographic file to calculate the aggregate
employment for each TAZ.
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o The new TransCAD point level file is then placed in the following location for use in every
model run until updated the next year: <model version>/input/gis/TC_Empl_9Cty_<month and
year>.dbd
o Most measures utilize both the point level and aggregated employment data described above.
After the model run has completed, the automated script uses NAICS codes that are selected
prior to the model run for several measures. These codes can be easily changed, or additional
codes incorporated.
o TAZ level employment data: This is the same employment point level data that has been aggregated to
the zonal level and added to the appropriate field in the TAZ layer. The script will access this data, as
well as the point level standard geographic file to create the buffers and overlays required for this
analysis.
Automated Regional Measures Process and Extraction: Once the employment data has been updated and
placed in the proper location as described, there are no additional steps required to run these measures. As these
measures have been fully incorporated into the Final Processing step of the IITDM as seen in the screen
clipping below. Unless the modeler turns this step off, this is automatically completed for every model run:

The Model Summary Report Model Step circled above results in table that provides system level summaries of
197 total measures that includes these measures. This Report is completed for all runs unless the modeler
manually turns it off. This output file is located at <C:\IndyModel\<model version installation folder>\<specific
scenario>\Reports\model_summary_report.bin>
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Extraction consists of manually selecting the measures of interest, then either exporting those selected records
into a new file or copying/pasting the data as needed. The image shows the Model Summary Report output table
with the selected measures. Each measure shows the final units as well as the final reporting units.
Data used:
• ITDM
• Info USA Employment (2018)
• EJ areas
Questions/Challenges:
• Only measures EJ areas that can reach a zone with employment in under 30 minutes travel time on the
MPO road network (no local streets). Does not address match between jobs and skills.
• Only considers auto travel, but greater than 90% of the minoritized population has access to a vehicle.

Objective 3B, PM2: Percent of Environmental Justice Population Near Frequent
Transit
Definitions:
• Frequent transit is a 15-minute headway. Only IndyGo routes 8, 39, and Red Line meet that criteria.
Prior to 2019 only the IndyGo 8 and 39 met the criteria. In 2020 and 2021 some of these were not
running on frequent headways due to COVID.
• Access means a 10-minute walk to a transit stop
Reason Chosen:
This is a measure of the percentage of the minoritized population that can access frequent transit routes.
What drives the measure up?
• Frequency of the bus routes and number of routes with a 15-minute headway.
• Number and location of stops on frequent service routes.
14
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Concentration of environmental justice population in an area near a frequent service transit line.

What drives the measures down?
• Reduction in frequent service routes or stops on frequent service routes.
• Displacement of minoritized populations from housing near frequent service transit routes.
How is it measured (exactly)?
• Use the frequent service walk time polygon developed in ESRI Community analyst for another
performance measure.
• Run a population comparison in ESRI Community Analyst using “white non-Hispanic” population for
the 10-minute walk polygon and the MPA. Subtract this population from the total population for the
polygon and the MSA. Divide the area population by the MSA population for the “non-white or
Hispanic” numbers.
• Run a population comparison in ESRI Community Analyst using “ACS households below the Poverty
Level” for the polygon and the MPA. Divide the area households in poverty by the MPA households in
poverty.
Data used:
• INDOT’s Federal Functional Class roadway shapefile
• IndyGo transit stop locations
• ESRI Community Analyst
Questions/Challenges:
• Poverty data (household) is ACS 2012-2016 in ESRI Community Analyst

Objective 3C, PM1: Number of People in Central Indiana with Access to Higher
Education Facilities by Fixed-Route Transit
Definitions:
• Access is both transit and a higher education facility within a 0.5-mile walk
• Transit is fixed route transit systems, IndyGo and Access Johnson County
• No time limit on the transit travel time or number of transfers
• Higher education facilities and training centers is NAICS codes 611310 and 611210
• Residents means the population of the 9-county area (including Madison County)
Reason Chosen:
Higher education is a means to opportunity and generally higher wages. Transportation can be a factor that
limits access to higher education for people. Central Indiana is defined as the 9-county Central Indiana region,
fixed-route transit service from IndyGo and Access Johnson County, and higher education facilities are junior
colleges, colleges, and universities.
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What drives the measure up?
• Education facilities locating near existing fixed route transit lines.
• Transit extending to and/or serving existing educational facilities.
• Density near transit lines.
• What drives the measures down?
• Educational facilities not located near transit lines.
• Closure of educational facilities located near transit lines.
• Population loss in areas served by transit.
• Definition of “region” as 9 county area instead of 8 county or MPA.

Item 6

How is it measured (exactly)?
Higher Education facilities are identified from the annually updated employment data where NAICS code =
611310 or 311210. The point level employment file is located in the general IITDM input directory [<model
version>\Input\gis\TC_Empl_8Cty_<year>.dbd] and listed as “InfoUSA Groupings” in the model parameters
interface “reports” section. These codes may be edited, removed, or added.
1. The NAICS code identified as Higher Education Facilities are searched for in the PRIMARY_NA field
in the Data Axle (once known as InfoUSA) points database and those located within .5 miles of a transit
line are selected, and the population found within that distance is calculated.
2. The final output of this measure is found recorded in the Model Summary Report as “Population within
0.5 mi of Transit Routes and Higher Education locations” and also “Percent of Higher Education within
0.5 miles of Transit” located in [<model version folder>\scenario\Reports\Model_summary_report.bin]
ITDM Automation Background:
In 2020 IMPO staff finalized and fully incorporated reporting tools within the Indianapolis MPO Travel
Demand Model (IITDM) to automate the following regional performance measures
•
•
•
•
•
•

Regional Vehicle Connectivity
Equity Accessibility Gap
Automobile Accessibility Index
Transit Jobs Accessibility Index
Equity Gap in Access to Employment Higher Education in Region
Percent of People in Central Indiana with access to Higher Education Facilities by Fixed Route Transit

These measures were added to the model flow for the Indianapolis Travel Demand Model (IITDM) to access
IITDM outputs once the run has completed. Results from these calculations are automatically inserted into the
final Model Summary Report that is generated for every model run. This step was incorporated into the Final
Processing stage of the model run.
While the calculations and generated output are automated, the inputs cannot be and must be updated when this
measure is run each year for formal reporting. These required inputs are listed below.
o Existing & Committed road and transit network for the current year: If the analysis year is an
official LRTP/MTP analysis year no further work is required. If this is not the case a special road and
transit network must be created in TransCAD to provide as close to current conditions as possible when
calculating these measures.
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o Employment point level data: Point level employment data for the region must be obtained each year
for this analysis. The IMPO maintains a contract to allow updated point level employment to be
obtained at the first of the year.
o This data must include 6 digit NAICS codes, and this data is imported into TransCAD to create a
point level standard geographic file (one of the native TransCAD file formats.
o This file is then joined to the appropriate TAZ standard geographic file to calculate the aggregate
employment for each TAZ.
o The new TransCAD point level file is then placed in the following location for use in every
model run until updated the next year: <model version>/input/gis/TC_Empl_9Cty_<month and
year>.dbd
o Most measures utilize both the point level and aggregated employment data described above.
After the model run has completed, the automated script uses NAICS codes that are selected
prior to the model run for several measures. These codes can be easily changed, or additional
codes incorporated .
o TAZ level employment data: This is the same employment point level data that has been aggregated to
the zonal level and added to the appropriate field in the TAZ layer. The script will access this data, as
well as the point level standard geographic file to create the buffers and overlays required for this
analysis.
Automated Regional Measures Process and Extraction: Once the employment data has been updated and
placed in the proper location as described, there are no additional steps required to run these measures. As these
measures have been fully incorporated into the Final Processing step of the IITDM as seen in the screen
clipping below. Unless the modeler turns this step off, this is automatically completed for every model run:

The Model Summary Report Model Step circled above results in an output table that provides system level
summaries of 197 total measures that includes these measures. This Report is completed for all runs unless the
modeler manually turns it off. This output file is located at <C:\IndyModel\<model version installation
folder>\<specific scenario>\Reports\model_summary_report.bin>
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Extraction consists of manually selecting the measures of interest, then either exporting those selected records
into a new file or copying/pasting the data as needed. The image shows the Model Summary Report output table
with the selected measures. Each measure shows the final units as well as the final reporting units.
Data used:
• TAZ population from ITDM (2045 LRTP socioeconomic data)
• 9 county population data from TAZ (2045 LRTP socioeconomic data)
• InfoUSA employment data (locations and industry classification)
• IndyGo and Access Johnson County fixed route transit system
Questions/Challenges:
• The ITDM uses desire lines and TAZ centroids, not transit stops to measure accessibility
• There is no time limit on the transit travel time, so it could be possible without being a trip people are
likely to make
• InfoUSA data are only checked on a periodic basis and there has been a lot of change in the higher
education (especially for profit) system recently
• The ITDM uses transit routes based on the system each year and may not have all the current changes
for any given year.
• The ITDM population basis isn’t the same as using Community Analyst

Objective 4A, PM1: Automobile Accessibility Index
Definitions:
• Access is a 30-minute drive
• Only the road network in the ITDM is included, does not include local streets and collector
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Reason Chosen:
The Automobile Accessibility Index is the percentage of households in Central Indiana (9-county region) that
can reach a job within a 30-minute car trip during peak morning travel.
What drives the measure up?
• More job growth than household growth.
• Less congestion on the road network.
• Jobs locating close to population centers.
What drives the measures down?
• More growth in households than job growth
• More congestion on the road network
• Jobs locating away from dense population areas with connected roads.
How is it measured?
% of Households Accessible to Employment within 30-min Auto travel time
1. This automated measure uses the IITDM output AM peak highway travel time skim matrix [<model
version folder>\scenario\output\HSKIMS_AM.mtx>] to isolate all TAZ interactions with 30 minutes
travel times or less between origination-destination (OD) pairs. AM Peak is defined by the IITDM as
6am-9am.
2. If TAZ has employment, count households in TAZ. Households (HH) is an attribute of each TAZ. The
TAZ employment used by this measure is the point level data purchased by the IMPO annually and then
aggregated to the TAZ level.
3. Calculate the number of HH from all TAZ with employment that has OD travel time of 30 minute or
less and calculate the percentage of households.
4. The final output of this measure is found recorded in the Model Summary Report as “HH Accessible to
Employment within 30-min Auto travel time” located in [<model version
folder>\scenario\Reports\Model_summary_report.bin]
ITDM Automation Background:
In 2020 IMPO staff finalized and fully incorporated reporting tools within the Indianapolis MPO Travel
Demand Model (IITDM) to automate the following regional performance measures
•
•
•
•
•
•

Regional Vehicle Connectivity
Equity Accessibility Gap
Automobile Accessibility Index
Transit Jobs Accessibility Index
Equity Gap in Access to Employment Higher Education in Region
Percent of People in Central Indiana with access to Higher Education Facilities by Fixed Route Transit

These measures were added to the model flow for the Indianapolis Travel Demand Model (IITDM) to access
IITDM outputs once the run has completed. Results from these calculations are automatically inserted into the
final Model Summary Report that is generated for every model run. This step was incorporated into the Final
Processing stage of the model run.
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While the calculations and generated output are automated, the inputs cannot be and must be updated when this
measure is run each year for formal reporting. These required inputs are listed below.
o Existing & Committed road and transit network for the current year: If the analysis year is an
official LRTP/MTP analysis year no further work is required. If this is not the case a special road and
transit network must be created in TransCAD to provide as close to current conditions as possible when
calculating these measures.
o Employment point level data: Point level employment data for the region must be obtained each year
for this analysis. The IMPO maintains a contract to allow updated point level employment to be
obtained at the first of the year.
o This data must include 6 digit NAICS codes, and this data is imported into TransCAD to create a
point level standard geographic file (one of the native TransCAD file formats.
o This file is then joined to the appropriate TAZ standard geographic file to calculate the aggregate
employment for each TAZ.
o The new TransCAD point level file is then placed in the following location for use in every
model run until updated the next year: <model version>/input/gis/TC_Empl_9Cty_<month and
year>.dbd
o Most measures utilize both the point level and aggregated employment data described above.
After the model run has completed, the automated script uses NAICS codes that are selected
prior to the model run for several measures. These codes can be easily changed, or additional
codes incorporated.
o TAZ level employment data: This is the same employment point level data that has been aggregated to
the zonal level and added to the appropriate field in the TAZ layer. The script will access this data, as
well as the point level standard geographic file to create the buffers and overlays required for this
analysis.
Automated Regional Measures Process and Extraction: Once the employment data has been updated and
placed in the proper location as described, there are no additional steps required to run these measures. As these
measures have been fully incorporated into the Final Processing step of the IITDM as seen in the screen
clipping below. Unless the modeler turns this step off, this is automatically completed for every model run:
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The Model Summary Report Model Step circled above results in an output table that provides system level
summaries of 197 total measures that includes these measures. This Report is completed for all runs unless the
modeler manually turns it off. This output file is located at <C:\IndyModel\<model version installation
folder>\<specific scenario>\Reports\model_summary_report.bin>

Extraction consists of manually selecting the measures of interest, then either exporting those selected records
into a new file or copying/pasting the data as needed. The image shows the Model Summary Report output table
with the selected measures. Each measure shows the final units as well as the final reporting units.
Data used:
• Info USA jobs
• ITDM road network
• Households for the 9-county central Indiana region from 2045 LRTP socioeconomic data
• AM peak travel time
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Questions/Challenges:
• “Enough” jobs measure is arbitrary and would be better to track the percentage that have access to jobs
over time than using that criteria. It is also an inelastic datapoint as the model is not sensitive to a
difference between 1.68 jobs per household and 5 jobs per household.
• The ITDM works better with point data for jobs, which makes the “enough jobs” measurement
challenging to measure.
• Info USA data is not perfect, but more robust than other data sources available.
• Not all workers have their commute during AM peak.
• Not all travel during AM peak is employment travel.
• Doesn’t address the jobs/skill match issue.
• Not all households have workers, some households have more workers than the mean.

Objective 4A, PM2: Transit Job Accessibility Index
Definitions:
• “Enough” jobs measure is arbitrary and would be better to track the percentage that have access to jobs
over time than using that criteria. It is also an inelastic datapoint as the model is not sensitive to a
difference between 1.68 jobs per household and 5 jobs per household.
• The ITDM works better with point data for jobs, which makes the “enough jobs” measurement
challenging to measure.
• Percent of households that can access enough jobs within a 60-minute transit trip during AM peak.
• Access is a 60-minute transit trip.
• Transit is fixed route service (IndyGo and Access Johnson County).
Reason Chosen:
The Transit Job Accessibility Index is the percentage of households in Central Indiana (9-county region) that
can reach a job within a 60-minute transit trip during peak AM travel.
What drives the measure up?
• Reduced stops/stop time on fixed-route service.
• More fixed-route transit routes/systems.
• Reduced transfers on fixed-route transit.
• Jobs locating near transit lines.
• Increased density near transit lines.
What drives the measures down?
• Jobs locating away from transit lines.
• Households locating away from transit lines.
• Reduced transit service.
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How is it measured (exactly)?
% of Households Accessible to Employment within 60-min Transit In-Vehicle Travel Time

Item 6

1. Take the IITDM scenario output AM peak transit skim matrix <wlb_am_ttskim.mtx> in-vehicle travel
time matrix core and isolate all times under 60 minutes or less between origination-destination (OD)
pairs. AM Peak for transit trips is defined by the IITDM as 6am-9am.
2. If TAZ has employment, count households in TAZ. Households (HH) is an attribute of each TAZ. The
TAZ employment used by this measure is the point level data purchased by the IMPO annually and then
aggregated to the TAZ level.
3. Calculate the number of HH from all TAZ with employment that has travel time of 60 minute or less
and then calculate the percentage of households.
The final output of this measure is found recorded in the Model Summary Report as “HH Accessible to
Employment within 60-min Transit Total time” located in [<model version
folder>\scenario\Reports\Model_summary_report.bin]
ITDM Automation Background:
In 2020 IMPO staff finalized and fully incorporated reporting tools within the Indianapolis MPO Travel
Demand Model (IITDM) to automate the following regional performance measures
•
•
•
•
•
•

Regional Vehicle Connectivity
Equity Accessibility Gap
Automobile Accessibility Index
Transit Jobs Accessibility Index
Equity Gap in Access to Employment Higher Education in Region
Percent of People in Central Indiana with access to Higher Education Facilities by Fixed Route Transit

These measures were added to the model flow for the Indianapolis Travel Demand Model (IITDM) to access
IITDM outputs once the run has completed. Results from these calculations are automatically inserted into the
final Model Summary Report that is generated for every model run. This step was incorporated into the Final
Processing stage of the model run.
While the calculations and generated output are automated, the inputs cannot be and must be updated when this
measure is run each year for formal reporting. These required inputs are listed below.
o Existing & Committed road and transit network for the current year: If the analysis year is an
official LRTP/MTP analysis year no further work is required. If this is not the case a special road and
transit network must be created in TransCAD to provide as close to current conditions as possible when
calculating these measures.
o Employment point level data: Point level employment data for the region must be obtained each year
for this analysis. The IMPO maintains a contract to allow updated point level employment to be
obtained at the first of the year.
o This data must include 6 digit NAICS codes, and this data is imported into TransCAD to create a
point level standard geographic file (one of the native TransCAD file formats.
o This file is then joined to the appropriate TAZ standard geographic file to calculate the aggregate
employment for each TAZ.
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o The new TransCAD point level file is then placed in the following location for use in every
model run until updated the next year: <model version>/input/gis/TC_Empl_9Cty_<month and
year>.dbd
o Most measures utilize both the point level and aggregated employment data described above.
After the model run has completed, the automated script uses NAICS codes that are selected
prior to the model run for several measures. These codes can be easily changed, or additional
codes incorporated.
o TAZ level employment data: This is the same employment point level data that has been aggregated to
the zonal level and added to the appropriate field in the TAZ layer. The script will access this data, as
well as the point level standard geographic file to create the buffers and overlays required for this
analysis.
Automated Regional Measures Process and Extraction: Once the employment data has been updated and
placed in the proper location as described, there are no additional steps required to run these measures. As these
measures have been fully incorporated into the Final Processing step of the IITDM as seen in the screen
clipping below. Unless the modeler turns this step off, this is automatically completed for every model run:

The Model Summary Report Model Step circled above results in table that provides system level summaries of
197 total measures that includes these measures. This Report is completed for all runs unless the modeler
manually turns it off. This output file is located at <C:\IndyModel\<model version installation folder>\<specific
scenario>\Reports\model_summary_report.bin>
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Extraction consists of manually selecting the measures of interest, then either exporting those selected records
into a new file or copying/pasting the data as needed. The image shows the Model Summary Report output table
with the selected measures. Each measure shows the final units as well as the final reporting units.

Questions/Challenges:
• Measured from routes rather than stops because of the way the ITDM processes stops.
• Not all commutes are AM peak for work (2nd/3rd shift).
• Doesn’t address the jobs/skills match issue.
• Other transit solutions than fixed route may provide better or more service outside the IndyGo service
area.
• Not all households have workers, some households have more workers than the mean.
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Objective7A, PM3: Percentage of Non-NHS Bridges in Poor Condition
Definitions:
• National Highway System (NHS) is the system of roadways that are considered nationally significant.
Bridges on these roadways are part of the NHS.
• All bridges on roads not on the NHS are included in this performance measure. “Poor” condition is
defined by the federal rules for the NHS bridges.
• Calculated for the MPA area.
Reason Chosen:
This performance measure examines bridges off* the National Highway System, providing a comprehensive
overview of bridges in Central Indiana (8-county region). “Poor condition” is defined by the federal rule
governing this performance measure.
*Conditions on the National Highway System are measured by INDOT.
What drives the measure up?
• Weather related wear like potholes
• Lack of routine maintenance
• Bridges ending their useful life
• Heavy truck traffic volume
What drives the measures down?
• Regular maintenance
• Major repair or replacement of older bridges
• Construction of new bridges
How is it measured (exactly)?
Square meters of bridges in bad condition as a percentage of the square meters of total bridges in the region that
are off the NHS.
Data used:
• National Bridge Inventory data
Questions/Challenges:
• The federal definition of poor may not match local expectations
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Objective 7C, PM4: Percentage of Pavement on Major Roads in the Region in
Poor Condition
Definitions:
• Poor condition means PCI 1-54 or PASER 1 to 4 (changed in 2020)
• Pavement means center line miles
• Major roads are non-NHS roads that are not local streets
• Includes all the 8-county central Indiana region
• Did not include Bethany, Brooklyn, or Pittsboro prior to 2021 because they didn’t have a pavement asset
management program. Brooklyn and Pittsboro were included in 2020. Danville has a pavement asset
management program but was not included because they do not have any non-NHS roads that are not
local street.
• Starting in 2020 PCI and PASER were noted separately. The trend report separates them for prior years.
Reason Chosen:
Measurement of major regional roadways’ pavement condition is an important performance measure that
affects safety and efficiency of surface transportation facilities.
What drives the measure up?
• Lack of maintenance of major roads
What drives the measures down?
• Additional new lane miles
• Rehabilitation of major roads outside the NHS system
How is it measured (exactly)?
• PCI and PASER data for the counties and municipalities in the MPO from LTAP’s Data Management
System
• PCI and PASER scoring ranges come from LTAP
• Group PCI 1-54 or PASER 1-4 as poor condition
• Group PCI 55-70 or PASER 5-7 as fair condition
• Group PCI 70+ or PASER 8+ as good condition
• Calculate percentage of each based on total centerline miles
Data used:
LTAP pavement asset management data for municipalities and counties in the MPO counties
Questions/Challenges:
• Area can’t be calculated due to data limitations
• Indianapolis uses PCI and all other communities use PASER
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The measure can only be calculated for the 8-county region and not the MPA since data is in spreadsheet
and not shapefile format.
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SUSTAIN
Objective 8A, PM1: Land Consumption

Definitions:
• “Vacant” land includes all types of agricultural land (except homesteads),
commercial/industrial/residential vacant parcels, and government parcels available for redevelopment.
• Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA) as the geography
Reason Chosen:
This measure allows us to track the expansion of the urbanized area and monitor how quickly development is
converting open land into developed land.
What drives the measure up?
• Development in rural areas
• Development of vacant parcels (infill development or redevelopment of vacant parcels)
What drives the measures down?
• An unlikely scenario of developed land being returned to a natural state or converted to water/reservoir
use
• Abandonment of a significant area of developed land (large industrial site/campus)
How is it measured (exactly)?
Processing
•

Project Location: P:\MPO\Resources\Data\01 Land\01 Parcels\Performance_Measures\MSA Land Use

•

Import parcel and DLGF data from each year into project geodatabase

•

Copy entire MPA Land Use folder to C:\Users\yourname\Documents\ArcGIS\Projects

MSA (9-County) Parcel Extract
Create parcel file IMPO MSA in Map View, use “Select by Location” tool
•

Import the IGIC parcel feature class and DLGF data

•

Choose the parcel feature class for the year in question and the input feature class

•

Import the IGIC parcel feature class and DLGF data

•

Choose the Townships_9CO feature class for the “select by” feature class

•

Choose Relationship “Have their center in”

•

Selection type: New Selection

•

Invert Spatial Relationship: Not Invert
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•

Run

•

When run is completed, Choose Data-Export option

•

Choose name for new feature class (Parcel_9CO_YYYY)
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MPA Parcel Statistics
Create parcel file IMPO MPA in Map View, use “Select by Location” tool
•

Choose the Parcels_9CO_YYYY input feature class

•

Choose the MPA feature class for the “select by” feature class

•

Choose Relationship “Have their center in”

•

Run

•

When run is completed, Choose Data-Export option

•

Choose name for new feature class (Parcel_MPA_YYYY)

•

Select Project geodatabase as destination

•

Run

•

New feature class will appear in map legend.

Calculate Total MPA parcel acres and Total MPA parcels.
•

Add numeric field “Acres” to the new feature class (Parcel_MPA_YYYY) (open attribute table
for feature class and use “Add Field” option)

•

Use “Calculate Geometry Attributes” option (Right click over “Acres” field). Select “Area” for
the geometry property, “Acres” for the area unit, and “Map Default” for the projection values.
Select “Run”

•

Right click over Acres field and pick Statistics. Sum total will be total acres for all parcels in the
MPA. Count will be the number of parcels in the MPA.

MPA Vacant Parcel Statistics
•

If necessary, join the DLGF parcel data to the new MPA parcel feature class (Join using parcel id
without hyphens).

•

Check to see which field contains the 3-digit land use code.

•

Open Select-by-Attribute open from the menu banner

•

Check advanced options

•

Load “Vacant_Land_Query_2020.exp (assuming the use code is the same as in 2020.

•

Run

•

Export to new feature class: Parcels_VAC_YYYY

•

Open attribute table for Parcels_VAC_YYYY
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Right click over Acres field and pick Statistics. Sum total will be total acres for all vacant parcels in the
MPA. Count will be the number of vacant parcels in the MPA.

Data used:
• Indiana Geographic Information Council Parcels
•

Department of Local Government Finance (DLGF) property tax classifications for all parcels in the
MPA.

Questions/Challenges:
• Some vacant parcels (developed) may not be classified as vacant.
• There is a discrepancy between the total number of acres in the MPA boundary in ArcGIS and the total
in the DLGF database after trimming.
• DLGF data may be inconsistent from year to year or change methods or data definitions.

Objective 8B, PM1: Number of Residents that can Access Grocery Stores by
Bike, Sidewalk, or Transit
Definitions:
• Access means ½ mile walk (10 min), 2.5-mile bike ride (15 min), or a fixed route transit trip. Distance to
the facility is a ½ mile walk for transit, ½ mile bike ride to a bikeway, or 200-foot walk to a sidewalk
• Grocery store means NAICS 445110
• Access by bike means travel distance on the bikeway network as identified in the regional bikeways plan
• Access by transit means a half mile walk to/from a fixed route transit line but does not include a time
factor.
• Access by sidewalk means a 200-foot walk to a sidewalk that is within a half mile of a grocery store.
Reason Chosen:
Access to healthy foods for people who don’t have access to a car is an important quality of life indicator and
social determinant of health. Grocery stores provide better access to healthy food choices than convenience
stores or specialty food stores. Access means a half-mile (10 minute) walk, 2.5-mile bike (15 minutes), or a
half-mile (10 minute) walk to transit and from transit to a grocery store.
What drives the measure up?
• People living close to grocery stores in neighborhoods with sidewalks/bikeways.
• More occupied housing units/greater density near grocery stores served by sidewalks/bikeways.
• People living closer to fixed-route transit/greater occupied housing unit density near fixed route transit.
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What drives the measures down?
• Grocery stores that aren’t accessible by sidewalk developing at a greater rate than the population.
• Closure of urban grocery stores/grocery stores in areas with sidewalks/bikeways/fixed route transit.

How is it measured?
Note: These instructions require ArcPro and the Network Analyst license. The walking and biking measures
were done in ArcPro. A video is available at https://youtu.be/nhtQTbP-S_c. Transit measures were done in the
ITDM.
Biking and Walking:
1. Within the geodatabase, create a new feature dataset
2. Import the network and locations that will be a part of the analysis (e.g. the grocery stores and the
pedestrian OR bikeway network)
3. Right click on the Feature Dataset in ArcCatalog and select “Create Network Dataset”
4. Name the dataset and select which network you will be using
5. Run the operation; a shapefile with the network should appear on the map, as well as the new layer in
the geodatabase. Add the locations shapefile to the map
6. Open the Network Analyst Toolbox (On the ribbon, click ‘Analysis’, then ‘Tools’, and search for the
Network Analyst Toolbox)
7. Under ‘Analysis, select ‘Make Service Area Analysis Layer’
8. Leave the network data source to arcgis.com
9. Name the layer
10. Select the appropriate travel mode (bike or ped) and direction
11. Enter the cutoffs (distance from locations)
12. Under ‘Output Geometry’:
a. Polygon Detail: High
b. Geometry at overlaps: dissolve
c. Polygon trim distance: desired buffer (make sure to check units)
13. Run Service Area Analysis
14. With the Service Area Analysis layer selected and the Network Analyst tab active, select ‘Import
Facilities’
a. Import the Network Analysis Layer
b. Leave facilities for sub layer
c. Input locations: shapefile with locations
i. Note: If it’s not in the drop-down menu, make sure the shapefile is added to the map
d. Run Import Facilities
15. Click ‘Run’ on the Network Analyst Ribbon
16. The final product should be a shapefile that has locations where the points were in your layer with
organic looking shapes around it (ped grocery access) or a couple of buffers around the network where
the locations are (bike grocery access).
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Transit:
Grocery Stores are currently identified from the annually updated point level employment data where NAICS
code = 445110. This can be changed as needed and is a specific parameter in the IITDM Model Flowchart as
shown below. The point level employment file is located in the general IITDM input directory [<model
version>\Input\gis\TC_Empl_8Cty_<year>.dbd] and listed as “InfoUSA Groupings” in the model parameters
interface “reports” section. These codes may be edited, removed, or added.

1. The NAICS code identified as Grocery Stores are searched for in the PRIMARY_NA field in the Data
Axle (once known as InfoUSA) points database and those located within .5 miles of a transit line are
selected, and the population found within that distance is calculated.
2. The final output of this measure is found recorded in the Model Summary Report as “Population within
0.5 mi of Transit Routes and Grocery Stores locations” located in [<model version
folder>\scenario\Reports\Model_summary_report.bin]
Transit: Basic Steps using 2020 Employment data:
1. Create a .5-mile buffer around all road links with transit
2. Overlay transit buffer with TAZ demographics to calculate the population included within the buffer,
see table at the head of this file to see two different approaches to calculating population.
3. Select all grocery store locations in the region (NAICS code = 445110) located within the buffer (334)
4. Select grocery stores located within the transit buffer from step 1 (188 groceries)
5. 56% of all regional groceries are located within the transit buffer. (188/334 = .5628)
ITDM Automation Background:
In 2020 IMPO staff finalized and fully incorporated reporting tools within the Indianapolis MPO Travel
Demand Model (IITDM) to automate the following regional performance measures
•
•
•
•
•
•

Regional Vehicle Connectivity
Equity Accessibility Gap
Automobile Accessibility Index
Transit Jobs Accessibility Index
Equity Gap in Access to Employment Higher Education in Region
Percent of People in Central Indiana with access to Higher Education Facilities by Fixed Route Transit

These measures were added to the model flow for the Indianapolis Travel Demand Model (IITDM) to access
IITDM outputs once the run has completed. Results from these calculations are automatically inserted into the
final Model Summary Report that is generated for every model run. This step was incorporated into the Final
Processing stage of the model run.
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While the calculations and generated output are automated, the inputs cannot be and must be updated when this
measure is run each year for formal reporting. These required inputs are listed below.
o Existing & Committed road and transit network for the current year: If the analysis year is an
official LRTP/MTP analysis year no further work is required. If this is not the case a special road and
transit network must be created in TransCAD to provide as close to current conditions as possible when
calculating these measures.
o Employment point level data: Point level employment data for the region must be obtained each year
for this analysis. The IMPO maintains a contract to allow updated point level employment to be
obtained at the first of the year.
o This data must include 6 digit NAICS codes, and this data is imported into TransCAD to create a
point level standard geographic file (one of the native TransCAD file formats.
o This file is then joined to the appropriate TAZ standard geographic file to calculate the aggregate
employment for each TAZ.
o The new TransCAD point level file is then placed in the following location for use in every
model run until updated the next year: <model version>/input/gis/TC_Empl_9Cty_<month and
year>.dbd
o Most measures utilize both the point level and aggregated employment data described above.
After the model run has completed, the automated script uses NAICS codes that are selected
prior to the model run for several measures. These codes can be easily changed, or additional
codes incorporated.
o TAZ level employment data: This is the same employment point level data that has been aggregated to
the zonal level and added to the appropriate field in the TAZ layer. The script will access this data, as
well as the point level standard geographic file to create the buffers and overlays required for this
analysis.
Automated Regional Measures Process and Extraction: Once the employment data has been updated and
placed in the proper location as described, there are no additional steps required to run these measures. As these
measures have been fully incorporated into the Final Processing step of the IITDM as seen in the screen
clipping below. Unless the modeler turns this step off, this is automatically completed for every model run:
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The Model Summary Report Model Step circled above results in table that provides system level summaries of
197 total measures that includes these measures. This Report is completed for all runs unless the modeler
manually turns it off. This output file is located at <C:\IndyModel\<model version installation folder>\<specific
scenario>\Reports\model_summary_report.bin>

Extraction consists of manually selecting the measures of interest, then either exporting those selected records
into a new file or copying/pasting the data as needed. is the image shows the Model Summary Report output
table with the selected measures. Each measure shows the final units as well as the final reporting units.
Data used:
• InfoUSA grocery stores (NAICS 445110)
• ESRI Community Analyst population (2019)
• ITDM
• Sidewalk network
• Bikeways
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Questions/Challenges:
• The sidewalk network and bikeways aren’t updated annually (as of 2021) so the measure is only
relaying population changes and changes in grocery store location that are identified in InfoUSA (which
is only approximately 1/3 updated per year). Annual sidewalk network and bikeway network shapefiles
would be needed to measure changes affected by infrastructure investment.
• Biking and walking are run in ArcPro, while Transit is run in the ITDM. This means the measures are
not calculated the same way.
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Summer
Apr-20 2021

Location of Interest - 8 Counties
Grocery Stores in Region

Locations

293

301

Grocery Stores within 0.5 miles of Transit

Locations

155

155

Higher Education in Region

Locations

74

91

Higher Education within 0.5 miles of Transit

Locations

51

68
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